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THE
DEAN'S
COMMENTS

W e 'v e heard a lot lately about the growing lack of credibility in business. i
Contributions to this development come from two directions. One is from those who are critical, for whatever reason, of the private sector, the other comes from the ,
actions (or inaction) of those in the business world.

Those critics
The business community has been the target of criticism from divers persons and
organizations. The sources of critical concern range from persons holding deeply
felt ideological convictions to customers or employees who feel victimized or
affronted by a particular incident. This is not the place to consider the ideological
issues and, hopefully, most of the minor encounters can be handled in due course.
Let's look at the middle ground.
Some attribute the increasing discontent with the private sector to a hostile press.
But the press is not a collection of "think alikes": and, given the diversity of widely
reported views, some are bound to be antagonistic to business. Also, business is not
the solitary target; many economic, social, and political institutions and
organizations (including the press itself) are the objects of a critical press.
The business community also feels under assault by other segments of the
intellectual community. In particular, campuses are often thought to be sources of
strong and unreasonable criticisms of the private sector. Again, diversity of thought
and values characterize the campus. In a setting where ideas are supposed to
develop, be discussed, and even be discarded, there must be the option for varied
views with, of course, the full understanding that all views are subject to discussion,
dispute, and, if need be, repudiation.
From another quarter comes the thought that the business community is unwilling
or unable to "sell" its points of view effectively. To many of us it's ironic that
American business, which has been so adaptable, innovative, and effective in
utilizing the marketplace, is now perceived to be unable to sell itself. One of the
factors that undoubtedly underlies this perception is a reluctance of businessmen to
stand up and speak out. Businessmen often are not vocal and assertive about their
thoughts and interests. This attitude leads to "don't speak for yourself—hire
someone to do it. This use of proxies and spokesmen is frequently equated with a
general lack of concern. Some critics charge that businesses have no sense of social
responsibility, and support their case with numerous instances of businessmen
avoiding personal involvement.

A response
How does the business community view these criticisms? Putting aside the frequent
iatribes, some leaders of the business community feef that a large number of the
business critics are not well informed. They are aghast at the lack of general
understanding of the (any) economic system and express great dismay at the high
level of ignorance about the ways individual businesses operate. All too often an
accusing finger is pointed at our educational system, especially at colleges and
universities.
All of this sets the stage for what might be a noisy encounter. But, in some circles,
much concern is felt about the lack of understanding and the snail's pace of progress
in improving that understanding. Some recent events, including one involving the
University of Montana School of Business Administration, may aid in a sorely needed
effort.
Many business organizations have found two avenues effective in spreading
knowledge about themselves. One calls for more openness—higher visibility, more
isc osure, let the sunshine in, increased candor—to reveal the inner workings of
the enterprise. Complementing this is a greatly expanded effort to get the personal
involvement and commitment of those individuals responsible for many business
decisions, i.e., top management. Increasingly it's recognized that publicity materials
and a public relations staff cannot achieve the necessary credibility.
4

Common interests
Acknowledging that relations and communications between an academic
community and the business world could be improved, the School and Mountain
Bell began talking with each other a couple of years ago. Then, in the summer of
1974, six University of Montana faculty from varied disciplines (including some
outside the School of Business Administration) met with an equal number of middle
managers from the Montana operations of Mountain Bell. The meeting, at an
appropriately sequestered spot, stretched over a couple of days. It quickly became
obvious that there were matters about which there could be sustained
disagreement. Thanks to an effective moderator, the group turned its attention to
common problems and agreed on some important ones. These received more
intensive study. The three problems identified as the most important facing both the
University and Mountain Bell were (without ranking): 1) providing equal
employment opportunities; 2) establishing a proper, socially responsible role for
both organizations; and 3) communicating effectively to all involved publics the
role, nature, mission, position, and activities of the two organizations. It was obvious
to the participants that these common problems do not lend themselves to
immediate resolution, but a plan which was proposed gave promise of helping to
solve these problems. After another meeting in the winter of 1975, a program for an
exchange of personnel between the University and the company was agreed upon.
That program is now underway.

An exchange program
For the current spring quarter, Mr. Kenneth A. Yahvah, Manager, Financial Analysis,
of Mountain Bell in Helena, is on campus as an Executive-in-Residence. Ken holds
the rank of faculty affiliate and is available to meet with classes, other groups of
students, and, of course, with faculty and administrators, both in and out of the
Business School.
The second part of the exchange is in the planning stage, and we hope we will be
able to place a University faculty member (not necessarily from Business
Administration) with Mountain Bell during the summer of 1976. The faculty member
will apply his or her professional expertise in an area that will be useful to Mountain
Bell and at the same time will, we hope, be able to relate something about the
University and its nature to his or her summer colleagues. The faculty member may
be assigned to any appropriate phone company installation in the state.
If our summer exchange goes well, the program will be evaluated by both the
University and Mountain Bell, and modifications, if appropriate, will be proposed
for future efforts. Further, and probably of more importance to most of us, is the
likelihood that if our efforts are successful, the program will be adopted in other
parts of the country—again, under the aegis of Mountain Bell and its parent, AT&T.
Our efforts to date have been interesting and have yielded some challenging
opportunities. In the next few months we will see whether or not our limited
approach to the solution of some common problems will be beneficial. Perhaps the
evaluation will be reported in a subsequent issue.

Rudyard B. Goode
Dean
School of Business Administration
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In January, 1975, the 44th Montana Legislative
Assembly went into session. It was the third
meeting of the legislature under the new Montana
Constitution, a constitution whose legislative
article incorporates many structural reforms
designed to make the lawmaking process more
efficient and public. Reform follows on the heels of
two developments. On the one hand state
legislatures are being pressed as a consequence of
the increased policy responsibilities of state
governments in providing services. On the other
hand the activity of state legislatures, vital as it is in
determining the quality of state government,
remains largely remote from and almost invisible to
the public in comparison to that of the President,
the Congress, or the governor.1

Citizen pressure for Legislative reform
In the vanguard of state legislative reform is the
Citizens Conference on State Legislatures. The
C.C.S.L.'s study of the fifty legislatures, called The
Sometime Governments, proceeds from the
premise that that structure is “ pivotal” in
determining the quality of legislation and the
relationship of state legislation to public wants.2 In
order to ensure that the legislative process is more
responsive to public wants, the C.C.S.L. has called
for reforms to make that process more visible and
’John C. Wahlke and others. The Legislative System (New
York: John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 1962), pp. 301-302.
-Citizens Conference on State Legislatures, The Sometime
Governments, A Critical Study o f the 50 American
Legislatures (Kansas City: C.C.S.L., 1971), pp. 8,16,13,30-31,
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public, and, in so doing, make it easier fo r citizens
to hold their representatives accountable.
Accountability is here defined as a relationship
between the few who govern and the many who
are governed. Accountability is said to exist where
constituents are able readily to take into account
the public choices of their representatives, and, in
so doing, hold them to account fo r what was done.
In the United States the election of public decision
makers is seen as the primary mechanism of
accountability. The impulse to reform seeks in turn
to make elections more efficient vehicles of
accountability. The C.C.S.L. advocates that each bill
be clearly titled and include only one subject, that
the substance o f a bill may not be changed in such a
way as to modify its original meaning, that all
legislative committee meetings and meetings of the
legislature be open to the public, that all significant
votes on all substantive questions in committee or
in each chamber be recorded, and that, where
applicable, multi-m em ber legislative districts
should be replaced with single member districts.3
At the Montana Constitutional Convention in 1972
such reforms were debated and accepted. For
example, the Legislative Committee at the
Constitutional Convention in arguing in favor of
recording legislative votes said, "T o properly
evaluate what a legislator does, his votes should be
visible. The committee believes that this proposed
section is a large step toward making the Montana
legislature an accountable one."4 The use of m ulti
member districts was characterized by one
convention delegate as "an exercise in throwing
darts," while single member districts would foster
"personal identification between the legislator and
his constituency."5

Evaluating the effects of Montana's
legislative reform
It is now time to tentatively evaluate the effect of
such reforms. To what extent do the public choices
made by representatives reflect the opinion of their
constituents? In order to examine these questions a
survey of Montana citizens was conducted in June,
1975, funded by a modest grant from the Research
Administration of Montana State University. A
random sample of 2,000 registered voters was
3lbid., pp. 79-81, 90-92, 135-136,157-164.
^'Legislative Committee Proposal" (Helena: Montana Con
stitutional Convention, n.d.), pp. 22-23. (Mimeographed.)
5Vol. 4, Transcripts o f the Proceedings, Montana
Constitutional Convention, February 19 to February 26,
1972 (Helena: State Publishing, n.d.), p. 2087. See also
debate on other provisions, pp. 1853,1918,2057-2061,20862090, and throughout.
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drawn from the voter registration lists of fifty
randomly drawn precincts. The precincts comprise
thirty-tw o Senate and thirty-eight House districts in
thirty-one counties.6 The people selected were
sent a six-page questionnaire. W ith careful follow
up a return rate of 53 percent was achieved, an
excellent rate of return for a mailed questionnaire.
O f these, 1,044 were usable, and it is the response of
these 1,044 citizens upon which subsequent
analysis is based.
In demographic terms the sample obtained is
slightly above the state average in family income,
education, and occupational status.7 The very
youngest (24 and under) are underrepresented,
those between 45 and 74 are overrepresented,
while other age categories in the sample
correspond to the general population. W hile there
are no fig ures available co n ce rn in g the
demographic characteristics of the registered
voters compared to that of the total eligible
population in Montana, we do know from national
statistics that those who failed to register comprise
20 to 25 percent of the eligible population and that
nonregistrants are drawn disproportionately from
among those of relatively low income, modest
occupation, and low occupational status as well as
those from the bottom (24 and under) and the very
top (75 and over) o f the age hierarchy.8 Given what
is known about voters and nonvoters in general, it
is highly probable that the sample obtained here is
representative of the registered electorate in
Montana and that therefore the material below is
not just descriptive of the relationship between
these constituents and their representatives but is
also suggestive of the actual relationship that would
probably be found generally.

6Random selection means that subjects have been picked
purely by chance in a process similar to the flipping of a
coin. There are 960 electoral precincts in the state. Fifty of
these were selected at random. Approximately 21,000
people were registered in these precincts. O f these, 2,000
were selected at random and sent the questionnaire.
7The actual demographic characteristics o f the sample are
included in a longer monograph prepared for the Montana
D e p a rtm e n t o f C o m m u n ity A ffa irs e n title d The
Representatives and the Represented, The 44th Montana
Legislative Assembly in Retrospect. The actual questions
asked constituents, and the name, number, and disposition
o f the relevant bills and resolutions are included.
Interested readers should w rite directly to the DCA,
Helena, for a copy.
8The most comprehensive study available was conducted by
the Census Bureau on the 1972 election. U.S. Bureau of
Census, Current Population Reports, Series P-20, No. 253,
"V oting and Registration in the Election o f November,
1972" (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing
O ffice, 1973), esp. pp. 1, 17, 28-49, 51, 54, 56, 93. See also
Gallup O pinion Index, No. 90 (December, 1972), pp. 11-12.
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The reason for choosing a sample from the
registered electorate, as opposed to the eligible
population, is simple. It is only those who register
who are in a position to hold elected officials
accountable for what they do. In order to establish
the q u a lity o f the re la tion sh ip between
constituents and representatives, we asked
constituents their opinion about issues actually
considered by the legislature. They were asked
whether they would "favor or oppose” such issues
as collective bargaining for teachers, the passage of
the Equal Rights Amendment, annual legislative
sessions, public utilities, land use regulation and
control, and others. Their responses were then
compared to the crucial, often final, roll call vote
cast by their state senator and state representative
on each issue (table 1). The comparisons in table 1
refer to the relationship between this sample of
voters and their state legislators only, and do not
refer to the final disposition of the issue in each
chamber.
It should be stressed that in survey research it is
physically impossible to question citizens about the

details of each bill. Rather, the best that can be
done is to be as specific as possible. In the present
instance we asked constituents whether they
would favor or oppose the fundamental policy
issue of each bill, that is, the right which is asserted,
the government role in the economy or society that
is proposed, the specific interference in the rights
of private property, the tax which will be levied, the
prohibition proposed, and so forth. We have tried
to avoid comparing general attitudes to specific
policy choices made by representatives, e.g.,
comparing general attitudes toward blacks to
specific roll call votes on civil rights legislation.
Rather, we stated explicitly that the survey was
interested in peoples' opinion on specific issues
and people were then asked whether they would
favor or oppose a bill that would do such-and-such.
The comparison thus made is as straightforward as
possible. Regardless of what each roll call "means”
to each representative, the plain fact of the matter
is that he or she voted for or against the substance
of the policy as part of a voting coalition.
Two things are immediately apparent. There is
Table 1

Comparison of Constituent O pinion w ith the Public Choices o f Their Representatives
in Fifty Montana Precincts

1

2
3
4
5

6

7
8
9
10

11

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

Constituentsa
Favor

Is s u m
Coal tax
------------------------------------------Major facilities siting act
Wild & scenic rivers bill
Local government power over subdivisions
Subdivision moratorium
Private right to sue environmental polluters
Family farm act
cj 1 1.
.
1
Public access to rivers and streams®
Public access to rivers and streams®
Repeal of the private use of eminent domain
Public utilities districts
Landlord-tenant bill
Collective bargaining for teachers
Increase university appropriations
Favor Montana ETV
Favor the Equal Rights Amendment
Opposition to gun control
Introduction of illegally-seized evidence in court
Placing annual legislative session on the ballot

Senators1*
Favor
-J L e^ e" t)

Representatives®
Favor
p e r c ent) ..,,.
7 0 -3

5 4 '9

74

■>

-j

72 4

7 4 7

T rjj
„ ?

60.5

40 2

66

66

7

56 6

?

fig

432
nv

-*

n v‘

5 9 2

~ 'v'

0 7 7

3 7 8

.

m

3 5 4

5 4 0

6 g '5

3 3 6

3 0 0

ZZ.7
if 7

5 6

5 4 ’7

6 5

g

4 0 7
77

^

9
7

2 6 6

av-

^

42 5

‘7

T~ 3

5 5 3

« ‘p

73

av9 2 ,9

9 3 ,7

46.8

3 3 ,4

65.7

Average number of constituents represented by the Senate majority 4 7 . T X , C
Average number of constituents represented by the House majority 5 7 7 %c
n.v. = not voting.
'
7
h a ^ n ^ o ^ in lo n !61*
^

Clamp,e°n,y

* ° thoSe consti,uen,s w ^ ° suted an opinion fo r or against and do not therefore include those who were neutral or
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1
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|

|

j
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cRepresents the average percentage o f constituents represented bv their reoresentativ^ ™
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have required
renuir#»H i^c
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wnne 9
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often a considerable difference between legislators
and their constituents on the issues, and the House
and Senate often expressed a considerable
difference of opinion on single issues. On only four
issues (the coal tax, the major facilities siting act,
collective bargaining, opposition to gun control)
did a majority of legislators of both houses
simultaneously represent the constituent majority.

"O n only four issues
did a majority of legislators
of both houses simultaneously
represent the constituent majority"
On most of the other issues the senators were in
less agreement w ith their constituents than were
their House colleagues, e.g., the eminent domain
bill, public utilities, landlord-tenant legislation.
The overall index of representation applied in
table 1, however, often obscures the considerable
differences that do exist between constituents and

legislators. These differences are summarized in
table 2. O f the thirty-three comparisions between
constituent opinion and legislative choice the
differences on twenty-four were found to be
statistically significant. Most differences are
expressed in m inus signs in d ic a tin g that
constituents were more supportive of the bills and
resolutions included here than were their elected
representatives. In addition, even where a
legislative majority is in accord with a constituent
majority, the differences between the two may yet
be considerable as, for example, in granting local
government some authority to control subdivisions
(issue 4) or opposition to gun control (issue 17).
If we may define liberal as a tendency to favor
greater government regulation and control of the
economy, state lim itation of the presumed rights of
private property, and being less inclined to support
the claims of business, then the constituent
majority is also a liberal majority. The relatively
greater liberalism of the Montana House members
thus contributes to a better score in reflecting
constituent opinion than their more conservative

Table 2
Percentage Point Differences Between Constituents’ O pinion and Their Legislators’ Opinion
Expressed by Roll Call Vote by Issue
Fifty Montana Precincts

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

Issues
Coal tax
Major facilities siting act
W ild & scenic rivers bill
Local government power over subdivisions
Subdivision moratorium
Private right to sue environmental polluters
Family farm act
Public access to rivers & streams
Public access to rivers & streams
Repeal o f private use of em inent domain
Public utilities districts
Landlord-tenant bill
Collective bargaining fo r teachers
Increase university appropriations
Favor Montana ETV
Favor the Equal Rights Amendment
O pposition to gun control
Introduction of illegally-seized evidence
Placing annual legislative session on the ballot

Percentage
Point
Differences
Senators
+ 8.1
+19.5
-36.8
-27.7
-36.3
-22.6
-20.3
n.v.
n.v.
-52.3
-34.6
-29.8
+ 4.6*
-10.0*
-27.2
- 0.4*
+18.6
+35.4
-19.0

Percentage Point
Differences
ReDresentatives
- 8.0
- 1.4
-19.0
-17.7
-16.3*
-31.0
n.v.
-28.3
-42.8
-33.7
-21.2
+ 5.4*
+22.0
n.v.
-23.1
n.v.
+21.5
-22.9
- 0.1*

+indicates representative
support greater than that
o f their constituents
-indicates representative
support lesser than that
o f their constituents

Average percentage difference of opinion between constituents and senators 23.7%
Average percentage difference o f opinion between constituents and representatives 18.1%
n.v. = not voting
•Difference is statistically nonsignificant. Chi square probability fo r all others is significant at the .05 level or below. Highest percentage
point difference which was statistically nonsignificant was -16.3 between constituents and representatives on issue 5. O f course, these
"statistically” nonsignificant relations are substantively significant because they are issues in which legislators and their constituents are in
relatively close accord.

*2 *2
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Senate counterparts.9 On noneconomic issues,
however, constituents in the fifty sample precincts
tend to be quite conservative, and on such issues,
e.g., rights of a person accused of a crime (issue 18),
or support/opposition to the Equal Rights
Amendment, the relative conservativism of the
senators gives them a better representational score

“ On noneconomic issues,
constituents in the fifty
sample precincts tend to be
quite conservative"
than their liberal counterparts in the lower
chamber. Overall, however, the relationship
between legislature and people departs
substantially from the textbook assumption, used
in justifying the expense of public opinion polls,
that the election of public officials is assurance that
government will be representative of the popular
will.
The departure from the ideal is not, however, the
product of conscious disregard of the constituent
opinion by representatives. Nor is it caused by a
lack of opportunities available for citizens to
influence policy according to the "rules of the
game." Rather, the gap between public choice and
citizen preference stems from the failure of the
average person to take advantage of the
democratic opportunities available. O ur data can
give little comfort to those who would assume
there is a large body of citizens eager to influence
policy-making if given the chance via structural
reforms designed to "open up" the process. For
example, despite the greater opportunities made
available by single member districts, the majority of
9Most recent studies of political behavior show that the
majority of people are w illing to accept the liberal solution
on economic issues, but simultaneously w ill endorse
conservative ideas on noneconomic issues and, overall, at
the abstract level of ideological belief. In the present study,
while it is clear that the majority are liberal on economic
issues, they are also w illing to endorse the conservative
viewpoint abstractly, e.g., belief in free enterprise, limited
government, and individual responsibility. The data on
abstract beliefs and their implications for representative
government w ill have to be treated in a later article.
Readers should consult the following works for conflicting
interpretations of the American political culture: Lloyd
Free and Hadley Cantril, The Political Beliefs o f Americans
(New Brunswick, N.J.: Rutgers University Press, 1968);
William Watts and Lloyd Free, State o f the Nation (New
York: Universe Books, 1973); Ben Wattenberg, The Real
America (Garden City, N.Y.: Doubleday & Company, Inc.,
1974); Richard Scammon and Ben Wattenberg, The Real
Majority (New York: Coward, McCann & Geoghegan, Inc
1970).
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the voters in this sample did not even have the
minimal information that the voter is supposed to
possess—the identity of his or her state senator and
representative, even with questionnaire in hand,
unpressured by the presence of an anxious
interviewer (table 3). With few exceptions those
who gave incorrect responses named members of
Montana's congressional delegation, not other
state legislators who might have been their
representatives in old multimember districts.
Perhaps the number of citizens who can identify
their representatives will increase, as proponents of
single member districts suggest, but there is reason
to be skeptical. For example, a majority of people in
survey after survey habitually fail to correctly
identify their Congressmen who are elected in
single member districts.10
Table 3
Constituent Recall of the Names of State Legislators
in Fifty Montana Precincts

Correct
Incorrect
Don't know

Senators
(Percent)
41.8
22.2
36.0

Representatives
(Percent)
38.1
23.1
38.8

In the Constitutional Convention it was argued
that public meetings of committees and public
recording of all substantive votes would facilitate
accountability. One delegate offered the following
rationale: " If he [the representative] chooses to
vote against their wishes, that's fine, but I think they
[the constituents] should know that so they can
take any action they might desire at a subsequent
election.''11 The vast majority of our sample (78.6
percent), however, when asked could recall
nothing about the job their representatives had
been doing (table 4). Only 3.3 percent of our
sample were able to recall something (specific
policy, group interests) which was directly
connected to the legislator's role as policy maker.
Indeed, if the constituent could recall anything at
10Malcolm Jewell and Samual Patterson, The Legislative
Process in the United States (2d ed. rev.; New York:
Random House, 1973), p. 356. In 1967 the Gallup poll
indicated that only 28 percent of a national sample could
name their state senator, 24 percent their state
representative. Callup O pinion Index, No. 20 (1967), pp.
17-19. The Gallup data are not very useful in comparison as
they are based on a sample of all adults and would
necessarily include urban and rural states, states that use
multimember districts and those that use single member
districts, as well as states that are one party and those that
are not.
11Proceedings, op. cit., p. 2060.
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Table 4
Question: “ In conclusion, is there anything in particular
that you like o r dislike about the job your state senator
or representative has been doing?”
Type of Response
Public policy reference
Reference to representation o f group interests
Reference to personal characteristics
divorced from any reference to policy
Nonspecific commentary unrelated to
legislative action
Other
No, nothing

Percent
1.4
1.9
11.9
4.2
2.0
78.6

all, more often than not the legislator was evaluated
in terms of vague personal characteristics divorced
from his record. Most constituents just are not
paying a tte n tio n even w ith the greater
opportunities to do so.12
The people in our sample were also asked if they
had co m m u n ica te d th e ir o p in io n to th e ir
representatives. While 21.6 percent indicated that
they had, the subject of the contact in one-third of
the cases had nothing remotely to do with public
policy; and the overall percentage of constituents
who re p o rte d m aking co nta ct is n e ith e r
substantially higher nor lower than that which has
been found in other studies.13
I n the absence of cues from the constituents who
elected him, indeed invisible to the majority of
them, the elected representative must of necessity
turn elsewhere for orientation, to the ever-helpful
interest group representatives, to the program of
his party, to the self-interest of the social and
economic constituency to which the legislator as a
person belongs, or simply to his own opinion. The
image presented here of a representative largely
free from constituent pressure seems to violate
co nve n tio n a l w isdom and should n ot be
overstated. Certainly on a few issues a significant
number of constituents are paying attention, e.g.,
gun control, in which the position the legislator
takes may be dictated by the requirements of
’'Similar results are reported for congressional-constituent
relations. See Donald Stokes and Warren M iller, “ Party
Government and the Saliency of Congress," Public
O pinion Quarterly, 26 (W inter, 1962), pp. 531-546.
’ ’Between 15 and 20 percent of the electorate say they have
wired or written their congressman. Jewell and Patterson,
op. cit., p. 361. Another study indicated that 18 percent had
contacted a public official about a problem at some time.
Sidney Verba and Norman Nie, Participation in America,
Political Democracy and Social Equality (New York: Harper
& Row, Publishers, 1972), p. 31. Another reports a figure of
13 percent for contacting public officials. Lester M ilbrath,
Political Participation (Chicago: Rand McNally &
Company, 1965), pp. 18-19.
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political survival. But on most issues legislators
receive little or no constituent input, and in the
absence of a determined effort usually by a
campaign opponent to publicize his “ record” he
will never be called to account for it. Certainly the
recall of the legislative record of the representative
is not something that spontaneously springs from
the memory of most constituents.
The literature of legislative reform assumes that
when decisions are made behind closed doors or
when there is no public record by which legislators

" The gap between public choice
and citizen preference stems from
the failure of the average person
to take advantage of the
democratic opportunities available"
may be held accountable, the cause may be found
in the failure o f many citizens to participate and to
inform themselves. Reforms such as those in the
Montana Constitution, in fact, have no significant
effect on the quality of representation because of
several factors which are external to the process of
decision-making itself.
First, the citizen who has an opinion more often
than not does not communicate it because he does
not see the legislature as a policy-making body
whose decisions affect substantially the quality of
his life. The legislature is not an institution from
which the average constituent expects something.
The majority when asked could think of nothing
they would like to see the legislature do were it in
session (table 5). Only 16.5 percent were able to
Table 5
Question: “ If the state legislature were in session now, is
there anything that you would like to see it do?”
Response
Specific legislation
General policy preferences'5
Reform
General dissatisfaction
No, nothing
O ther

Percent
Mentioning3
76.5
19.3
4.9
7.7
55.3
4.2

3 Percentages add to more than 100 due to individuals
m entioning more than one type o f thing they w ould like to see
the legislature do.
b"G eneral" here means just that. Examples typical in this
category were "They ought to do something about crim e " or
“ Stop foreign involvem ent," etc.

11

name a preference for specific legislation to which
the legislature could respond concretely. A
percentage of 19.3 gave what we have labelled
general policy preferences such as “ do something
about crim e" or “ welfare." Some suggested
internal reform of the legislature, e.g., reduce the
number of bills that could be introduced. Some
expressed general dissatisfaction. What should the
legislature do? “ Resign!" some volunteered.
Where the large majority have no program or issue
preference, it is unlikely that many persons will be
motivated to pay attention, keep informed,
communicate, and hold a legislator accountable
for the policy choices made. Indeed, where the
majority are unable to name their representatives,
much less evaluate their policy behavior, it is
apparent that we should avoid attaching too much
significance to the opinions expressed. Certainly

" The legislature is not an
institution from which the average
constituent expects somethingB
the requirement that government ought to
represent the public opinion is easily subverted
where citizens habitually fail to communicate and
where they do not even possess the minimal
information necessary to hold representatives
accountable.
Second, reforms that envision legislators
responding to citizen demands seem to ignore the
representative role legislators d efin e fo r
themselves either self-consciously or in response to
the citizen indifference already noted. Open
committee meetings and the like presuppose that a
legislator ought to represent the opinion of the
people in his district. Legislators themselves,
however, see their responsibility as not only
representing constituent opinion but on occasion
n o t re p re s e n tin g c o n s titu e n t o p in io n .
Representatives in this sample were asked how
they would decide to vote on an issue where they
had received “ a great deal" of communication
from constituents and the weight of constituent
opinion contradicted their own. O f those who
replied, the majority without qualification said they
would vote the way their opinion or judgment
dictated even though it was contrary to the
prevalent district opinion (table 6). Others said it
depended on the issue, while only a small minority
indicated that they would vote the district in such a
situation. A state representative explained: “ If I still
12

thought it was right, that's the way I'd go." Said
another, “ In the final analysis my job as a legislator
is not to total the tonnage of mail, but to make
responsible decisions." Had they encountered
such a situation? A majority (52.3 percent) indicated
they had.*
Table 6
Q uestion: “ Suppose n ot only that you received a great
deal o f com m unication from your d istrict b ut further
that the d ire ctio n o f m ajority sentim ent was running
counter to your ow n o p in io n on the issue under
consideration. How w ould you decide?"

Response
W ill vote his own judgment
W ill vote the district's opinion
Depends on the issue, i.e., if the representative
felt strongly about the issue
No response

Percent
53.3
75.6
26.7
4.4

Elections as mechanisms of accountability
Finally, we may ask to what extent a rep
resentative's record has rewarding or punishing
consequences; in other words, are elections an
effective vehicle of accountability? To ask such a
question flies in the face of the belief that regular
and co m p e titive ele ction s tend to make
government responsive to the popular will.14
Indeed, the constitutional reforms discussed in this
paper were designed to make elections more
efficient vehicles of accountability, but for
elections to work as mechanisms of accountability
they must meet two preconditions: that office
holders are motivated to seek reelection and that
elections are, in fact, competitive struggles.
At the state legislative level there is a relatively
high turnover in legislative personnel from
election to election compared to the U.S.

•There is no direct evidence in the survey that bears on the
question o f how constituents see the role o f legislators as
representatives. We suspect, however, that if asked most
constituents w ould readily pay lip service to the popular
conception that representatives are obliged to represent
the public opinion if for no other reason than that very
conception continues to be re a listica lly reaffirmed in
political campaigns and patriotic gatherings. Given the lack
o f information possessed by the typical constituent, it is
unlikely that more than a handful share or are even aware of
^ relatively sophisticated conception o f representation
held by the majority o f legislators who responded here.
’•Surveys show that American believe that elections ensure
at least a moderate degree o f government responsiveness.
Donald Devine, The Political Culture o f the United States
(Boston: Little, Brown and Company, 1972), p. 148.
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Congress,15 and high turnover in legislators is also
specifically a characteristic of Montana. For
example. Professor Roland Renne, in his study of
state government entitled The Government and
Administration o f Montana, reported that 37.2
percent of the House and 46.2 percent of the

" Legislators see their responsibility
as not only representing
constituent opinion but on
occasion not representing
constituent opinion"
Senate members were freshmen in the 1957 session
of the legislature. Further, 60 percent of the
representatives and 68 percent of the senators were
serving either their first or second terms.16 In the
44th Legislative Assembly (1975), 26 percent of the
Senate were freshmen; 60 percent were freshmen
in the House. Finally, those who had been serving
ten years earlier comprised only 8.6 percent of the
legislature in 1975. Service in the state legislature
thus appears to be a revolving door phenomenon
in which those who remain beyond three terms
become an exclusive and small fraternity indeed.
Turnover rate in and of itself tells us little about
whether accountability is operating. Turnover may
be a function of electoral com petition in which
incumbents are being defeated in bids for
reelection, or turnover may simply be a function of
voluntary retirement by incumbents who are
returning to private life or seeking another office.
In the last five general elections (1966-1974) in
Montana an average of 32.3 percent of Senate seats
and 35.6 percent of House seats were vacated due
to the voluntary retirement of incumbents who had
chosen not to seek reelection. In contrast, only 11.4
percent of Senate seats and 10.5 percent of House
seats changed hands due to the electoral defeat of
the incumbent. Incumbents who seek reelection
thus have a good chance of being returned, but
many also choose to withdraw. This provides an

15Jewell and Patterson, op. cit., pp. 123-124. In one study of
the “ opportunity ra te /' calculated as the number o f times a
legislative seat becomes vacant, Montana was placed
midway between those state legislatures w ith the greatest
and those w ith the least “ o p po rtu nity." The American
Assembly, State Legislatures in American Politics
(Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1966), pp. 103105.
16Roland Renne, The Government and Adm inistration o f
Montana (New York: Thomas Y. Crowell Co., 1958), pp. 5859.
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opportunity for new faces but also contributes to
the turnover rate. Voluntary withdrawal has
consequences. In an analysis presented by political
scientist Kenneth Prewitt, it is argued that
a c c o u n ta b ility necessarily suffers w here a

" Service in the state legislature
appears to be a revolving door
phenomenon in which those who
remain beyond three terms
become an exclusive and
small fraternity indeed"
significant number of officeholders enter and leave
office on their own, not the electorate's, schedule.
He states: "W here movement in and out of office is
self-determined, rapid turnover of elected leaders,
far from being an indicator of insecurity, and
hence, accountability, is more likely related to
indifference among the elected to the sanctions of
the ballot box."17
Not only must there be a cadre of officeholders
ready and willing to seek reelection, and, by so
doing, willingly motivated to demonstrate their
responsiveness to citizen demands, there must be
an electoral situation in which the incumbent or
the nominee of the party faces competition from
other officeseekers. Practically, however, the
majority of legislative elections in Montana are not
17Kenneth Prewitt, “ Political Ambitions, Voluntarism, and
Electoral Accountability,” American Political Science
Review, 64 (March, 1970), p. 14.

13

very competitive. The primary elections tend to be
symbolic exercises in which the number of
individuals seeking the party nomination equal,
but rarely exceed, the positions available. In the last
five primary elections 88.8 percent of the
Republican nominees and 83.3 percent of the
Democratic nominees for state legislative seats ran
without intraparty competition. Competition picks
up somewhat for the general election, but not
enough to characterize elections as efficient
vehicles of accountability. In the 1974 general
election a majority (53.3 percent) of legislative
races were noncompetitive; that is to say, the
winning candidate captured 55 percent or more of
the popular vote in a two-way race. In addition, 11.4
percent of the legislators returned did not face a
competitor in the general election. Due to both
reapportionment and the change from a mixed
single member-multimember district arrangement
found before 1974, it is difficult to make a
comparision with earlier elections. It should be
noted, however, that in the four general elections
(1966-1972) an average of 16 percent of the seats
were uncontested, while the turnover in seats from
one party to the other was not large, ranging from
17.9 percent to 25.0 percent.18 It is hard-to say what
effect, if any, the election of all legislators from
single member districts will have on the degree of
interparty competition. If 1974 is any indication,
single member districts may not increase
competition. Indeed, given the election of
legislators from what are smaller and in all
probability more homogeneous areas, the result
may be less competition.**
In conclusion, structural reform has had a
marginal impact on the relationship between
legislators and constituents. We have shown that
legislators often fail to reflect constituent
preferences and that constituents for their part are

18Jewell and Patterson concluded that state legislative
contests are generally characterized by their lack of
competition, with the number of seats that change hands
between parties being rather small. Jewell and Patterson
op. cit., p. 123.
*The legislators in our sample are divided on this question.
Forty-six percent indicated they thought single member
districts would increase competition, volunteering that
head-to-head contests would make legislators more
familiar to constituents and/or that issues would be more
important. On the other hand, 35.5 percent said that single
member districts would in fact have no effect on the degree
of competition or would even decrease competition. They
tended to base their argument on the assumption that
smaller districts would also be more homogeneous, e.g.,
labor-dominated, farmer-dominated. The rest were
undecided.
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woefully ill-inform ed—ill-inform ed to the degree
that a majority cannot identify who their state
legislators are and thus do not know whom to
communicate their opinion to should the mood
strike them. The failure of the average citizen to
take advantage of the channels of communication
that exist or to inform himself of the record of his
representatives is not just a failure of civic virtue,
but reflects, in our analysis, a common failure to see
the legislature as primarily concerned with
realizing instrumental goals, that is, to make law
that affects people's lives. The majority of
Montanans see what the legislature does as just
“ p o litic s ” rather than seeing it as the
representative assembly charged with making
policy in their interest and the body to whom they

“ The majority of Montanans see
what the legislature does as
just 'politics' rather than seeing it
as the representative assembly
charged with making policy
in their interest"
should address th e ir o p in io n . Legislators
themselves are also willing to admit that there are
times when they do not see their role as
representing constituent opinion and, in fact, will
not represent it in certain circumstances. The
legislator is saying, in effect, if you don't like the
decision I made then you can always turn me out;
but the electorate probably isn't watching anyway.
Also, the punishing consequences of an adverse
reaction at the polls are minimized when
officeholders choose the time of their departure,
and where, given the lack of competition, there is
small risk of electoral defeat. Given these factors,
the gap between private preferences of
constituents and the public choices of their
representatives should come as no surprise. It is
also likely to continue. Taken in this light, the
importance of representative bodies may not be in
the policy they in fact produce but in their
existence as elective bodies. Because those who
hold office have been elected, the process of their
election gives a ritualistic reassurance that what
government is doing is, after all, according to the
will of the people. Thus the act of voting makes
legitimate what is done by representatives without
necessarily making them accountable for what they
do.
□
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Appendix A
Review of the Legislation Covered in this Study*
D isp o sitio n

Issue

1

A tax on coal based on the percentage of its market value.

a p p ro ve d b y House
a p p ro ve d b y Senate

64-28
41- 7

2

A bill giving the state the authority to approve or deny applications for
the construction of major energy-conversion facilities.

a p p ro ve d by House
a p p ro ve d by Senate

64-18
42- 6

3

A bill providing for the declaration of a river as "wild and scenic."
Would have the effect of limiting or prohibiting alteration of a river or
stream by damming or diversion.

a pp ro ved by House

rejected by Senate

56-37
20-30

4

A bill that would allow local government to deny approval to
subdivision development which was deemed to be not in the public
interest.

a p p ro ve d b y House
a p p ro ve d by Senate

43-30
27-20

5

A bill that would place a moratorium on the subdivision of agricultural
land pending the creation of statewide land use policy.

a p p ro ve d by House

rejected by Senate

56-40
20-25

A bill that would permit private citizens to take alleged failed
environmental polluters to court if the responsible state agencies
failed to act.
A family farm act which prohibited the purchase of agricultural land in
the state by nonagricultural and foreign corporations.

a pp ro ved by House
a pp ro ved by Senate

53-44
29-20

vetoed by G overnor
rejected by Senate

24-26

8

A bill declaring all rivers and streams to be part of the public domain
and open to access for recreational use.

rejected by House

45-52

9

A bill requiring those who lease state land to permit public access to
rivers and streams crossing the property.

rejected by House

32-62

10

A bill that would repeal the private use of the state power of eminent
domain which has been exercised by private corporations under
existing law.

a pp ro ved by House

51-44
19-29

11

A bill that would give local governments the authority to own and
operate an electric utility.

a pp ro ved b y House

12

A uniform landlord-tenant bill which would have established the
respective rights of tenants and landlords.

a p p ro ve d by House

13

6
7

rejected by Senate
rejected by Senate

51-45
20-28

rejected by Senate

80-18
24-25

A bill giving teachers the right to engage in collective bargaining.

a pp ro ved by House
a pp ro ved by Senate

85- 9
38-12

14

An amendment to the university appropriations bill to increase the
amount.

rejected by Senate

17-30

15

A bill appropriating money for Montana educational television to go
out of business after having been established in the previous
legislature.

a p p ro ve d by House
a p p ro ve d by Senate

51-45
28-21

16

A resolution to rescind legislative ratification of the Equal Rights
Amendment.

rejected by Senate

19-29

17

A resolution expressing the legislature's opposition to the registration
and confiscation of privately-owned firearms.

a pp ro ved by House
a pp ro ved by Senate

77- 4
44- 4

18

A bill that would allow the introduction of illegally-seized evidence in
court.

app ro ved by Senate

44- 6
67-22

19

A bill to place the question of whether to have annual legislative
sessions on the ballot in 1976.

a pp ro ved b y House
app ro ved by Senate
d ie d *

rejected by House

72-28
27-33

*The bill died one vote short of the necessary two-thirds vote required to place it on
the ballot, two-thirds of the combined vote of both houses.
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HOW TO GO
BROKE WHILE
INCREASING
YOUR PROFITS

3

Preparing a cash budget
may preserve your firm's
liquidity—and survival
HOWARD PUCKETT

Howard Puckett is Assistant Professor of
Finance in the School o f Business Adminis
tration, University o f Montana, Missoula.

Pofits have been going up for months? And you
expect that bottom line figure to rise 25 percent
next month? So your business is in great shape,
right? Not necessarily. It could be going broke.
Let s illustrate. Harvey Brown owns and operates
Brown s Humane Mousetrap Manufacturing
Company. Customers have beaten a path to his
door because he builds a better mousetrap. Each
sells for $2 and costs $1.50 to make and sell, leaving
$.50 profit on each one sold. He pays his bills
immediately and collects his receivables within
thirty days. His profits have been rising for months,
and he expects more of the same:

Activity

Brown’s Books
Balance Sheet, March 1
Cash
Receivables
Inventory

$10,000 |
20,000 I
18,000 |

March entries:
During March, Harvey sells
12,000 mousetraps.

—collects his receivables
outstanding as of March 1,
—and manufactures 15,000 mousetrap:
to meet next month's expected demar

'StW&i/

^

#34,000
’
i s , 000

fevtocO eu,

J

<34000

/g,ooo
JO,000

33,m

£ 3,500

O

Profit this m onth:

£ ^

qqq

(^KZ&d, Ojf ^34,000 Jfo u ZX/mAiA 002,000)
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Balance Sheet, A pril 1

Cash
Receivables
Inventory

$ 7,500
24,000
22,500 y

A p ril entries:
Business is better during
April. Harvey sells the
anticipated 15,000 mousetraps.

tfe c tio tib k d j

# 3 0 ,0 0 0

S aJbA s

30tooo

fa /M H A U j
.
>3 n u e n c& u i

<33,500

—collects the receivables
outstanding as o f A pril 1,

O ld A ,

3 4 ,0 0 0

—and manufactures 18,000 mousetraps
to meet the expected increase in next
month's demand.

D n o e ^Z o u i

33,500
3 4 ,0 0 0

<

3 7 ,0 0 0

z W

*

3 7 ,0 0 0

Profit this m onth (up 25%):

S 7,500

( S ojB u oJ430,ooo

o rf* 2 2 ,500 )

Balance Sheet, May 1

Cash
Receivables
Inventory

$ 4,500 |
30,000
27,000

May entries:

/? e < x iv a M i&

Harvey's expectations are
accurate; he sells the
anticipated 18,000 mouse
traps during May,

& 3 6 ,000

S ttfc v

—collects the receivables
outstanding May 1,

5 io ,m

fy /M H M i;
sD /W M /frU J

27,0 00

fa J l

30,000
tfe & w a m U '

—and manufactures 23,000
mousetraps to meet June's
expected demand.

O /lO & ifoU Y

30,000
3 4 ,5 0 0

% u /v
Profit this m onth (up 20%):
(S a fa .

27,000

4 3(0,000 fa & SAfmMd.

34,500
4 9 ,0 0 0
437,000)

Balance Sheet, June 1
Cash
Receivables
Inventory

O
Brown notes his June 1 cash balance of zero and
finds his creditors beating on his door. “ But, but
. . .," he sputters, pleading with his banker for a
loan, “ my profits were increasing each month. I
can't be broke." But he is.
What went wrong? The answer is straight
forward. Brown concentrated on profits and
ignored his liquidity.
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$

0

36,000
34,500

Liquidity refers to the capacity to pay obligations
on time. Liquidity depends largely on the
availability of net cash inflows. But cash inflows and
accrual basis profits are not the same. Because a
firm shows net profits of $5,000 does not mean that
the firm's cash balance increased by $5,000.
Typically, increased sales require additional
assets in the form of receivables and inventory.
17

This, of course, is what happened to Brown. His
receivables and inventory balances rose while his
cash balance declined. Finally, Brown ran out of
cash. While he had been watching profits grow, his
liquidity had fallen to zero.
Could Brown have foreseen the problem and
taken steps to avert the crisis? The answer is an
unequivocal “ yes.” All that he needed was an
understanding of cash budgeting and the
willingness to use this tool.
In contrast to the income statement, which,
emphasizes profits, cash budgeting concentrates
on cash inflows and outflows. Since it takes cash to
pay obligations, the forecasted cash budget is very
important in monitoring the liquidity of the firm
and planning for the amount and timing of future
cash needs.1
During some periods, cash outflows may be
greater than inflows because of loan repayments,
taxes, or receivables or inventory buildups
resulting from sales increases. In other periods,
inflows may exceed outflows because of seasonal
production declines which result in decreased
outlays for materials and wages and in freed cash
from collections and from inventory decreases.
Most cash budgets are prepared at monthly
intervals over planning periods of a year or less. If
cash flows are extremely variable during the
month, weekly or daily forecasts may be called for;
the planning period is dependent on the firm's
needs and capabilities. While budgets are often
prepared for shorter periods, forecasts far beyond a
year may be unreliable.
The preparation of a forecasted (pro forma) cash
budget is not complicated. It begins with a periodby-period sales forecast over the planning horizon.
Cash receipts from sales are estimated by breaking
sales into cash sales and credit sales, and then
lagging collections from the latter over a period
based on past experience. Cash receipts from other
sources such as sale of fixed assets or marketable
securities should also be added to the estimated
sales revenue to determine total cash inflows.
The sales forecast can be used to develop
production estimates for the manufacturing firm or
purchase estimates for the merchandising firm.
Projected purchases and operating outlays
associated with these estimates will yield periodic
cash outflows. Other cash outflows such as tax
payments, dividends, and repayment of notes

’ A statement of changes in financial position is also
extremely useful in monitoring a firm ’s liquidity. For our
purposes, we will deal only with the cash budget.
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should also be included. Once the estimates of cash
inflow and outflow are determined, it is a simple
matter to determine net flow for each time period
involved.
In each time period, net flow is added to the
beginning cash balance to determine the projected
ending balance. Any amount below an estimated
minimum cash balance requirement represents the
additional financing required for the period and is
added to existing outstanding financing. Any
excess cash may be used to pay down outstanding
loans. Finally, the net of the cash balance before
additional financing and increase or reduction in
loans becomes the ending cash balance for the first
period. That ending cash balance then becomes
the beginning balance for the next period. This
entire process is repeated period by period over
the planning horizon.
If the cash forecast shows that additional funds
will be needed as of a certain date, sources can and
should be sought well in advance. More funds on
better terms should be available to the firm using its
cash forecast to demonstrate its ability to repay. In
some cases, the cash forecast may show a shortfall
which external sources of funds may not cover.
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Table 1
U

Forecasted Cash Budget o ! XYZ Company fo r First Six M onths o f Next Year
Sales*

January

February

March

April

May

June

$ 8,000

$ 8,000

$ 8,000

$ 8,000

$10,000

$12,000

$

$

$

$

800
4,320
2,160
720

$ 1,000
4,320
2,160
720

$ 1,200
5,400
2*160
720

Inflows
Collections; Cash sales
Previous month
Second preceding month
Third preceding month

800
7,560
3,240
900

800
4,320
3,780
1,080

800
4,320
2,160
1,260

$12,500

$ 9,980

$ 8,540

$ 8,000

$ 8,200

$ 9,480

$ 6,000
4,000
1,500
—

$ 6,000
4,000
1,500
—

$ 6,000
4,000
1,500

$ 6,000
4,000
1,500

$ 6,000
4,000
1,500

$ 6,000
4,000
1,500

$11,500

$11,500

$12,500

$11,500

$11,500

$12,500

New inflow (outflow)
Beginning cash balancee

$ 1,000
3,000

($ 1,520)
2,500

($ 3,960)

($ 3,500)

($ 3,300)

($ 3,020)

Cash balance before loan increase o r decrease
Minimum cash balance*

$ 4,000

$

980

($ 1,960)

($ 1,500)

($1,300)

($ 1,020)

Loan increase (repayment) 8
Ending loan
Ending cash balance

($ 1,500)

$ 1,020

$ 2,500

$ 2,000

$ 3,960
4,980
$ 2,000

$ 3,500
8,480
$ 2,000

$ 3,300
11,780
$ 2,000

$ 3,020
14,800
$ 2,000

Total Inflows
Outflows
Payment of accounts payable
Operating expenses11
Wagesc
Taxes'*
Total Outflows

2,000
0

2,000
1,020

1,000

2,000
2,000

2,000
2,000

2,000

2,000

1,000

2,000

2,000

a™ percent cash; remainder collected 60 percent in first month following, 30 percent in second month following, and 10 percent in thirc
month following. Sales for October, November, and December of the prior year were $10,000, $12,000, and $14,000, respectively.
bPaid 30 days after being incurred at a constant rate each month.
cPaid as incurred at a constant rate each month.
Payable March 15 and June 15 based on estimated taxable income.
eAssumed for January 1.
f From past experience, $2,000 is minimum required for operations.
8Outstanding loan as of January 1 is assumed to be $1,500.

Perhaps the anticipated need for funds can be
reduced by postponing certain expenditures, such
as the purchase of new equipment. O r a cutback in
other planned expansion may be the only
alternative to avoid liquidity problems. On the
other hand, if the cash forecast shows a surplus of
funds, plans to invest it over the short term or to
reduce liabilities may be made well in advance.
An illustration should be useful:
The XYZ Com pany has been extrem ely
successful. Its sales and profits have increased at a
rate of 25 percent per year for the past two years.
Sales and profits for the coming year are expected
to increase at the same rate. Sales of the company's
products are seasonal in nature with approximately
one-third coming in the first half of the year, while
the remainder comes in the last half of the year.
Most of the financing to date has come from cash
generated from operations, but last year a $10,000
line of credit was granted by a local bank to
supplement this internal financing.
M O N T A N A BUSINESS QUARTERLY/Spring 1976

Table 1 is a forecasted cash budget for the XYZ
Company for the first six months of the next fiscal
year. This shows that the line of credit (ending loan)
will be exceeded in May by $1,780 and in June by
$4,800. If the bank does not expand the line of
credit, if another source of financing cannot be
found, or if the XYZ Company does not slow its rate
of growth or increase its cash collections, then it
will be unable to meet its obligations in these
months. By using such a cash budget the
management can take appropriate action at a
leisurely pace, not in a crisis atmosphere.
§

The cash budget is a simple but useful tool. It
redirects the manager's attention from profits to
liquidity. While profits are an important measure of
success, liquidity is essential to the survival of the
firm. The estimated cash budget can point out a
possible cash shortage well in advance of its
occurrence so that the manager can anticipate and
remedy the situation.
□
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WOMEN
AND PUBLIC POLICY
the sea rch for equ ity in th e la b or m arket

T h e concept that women's place is in the home is
as old as human history. It was born that day
millions of years ago when the naked ape swung
out of the tree, made himself a club, and said to his
mate, "M e go hunt with boys. You stay, take care of
baby."
So at the very beginning of human economic
activity a fundamental division of labor was
established—at the time, sensibly based on physical
differences, but unfortunately destined to keep
women subordinate. Down through the ages this
concept of women in the home has been enforced
by such formidable institutions as the family, the
church, and the state.
Economists for the most part accepted society's
determination of the proper female role without
question. They took the established division of
20

labor between the sexes for granted and simply
assumed it as given when building economic
theories. One American exception was that old
reprobate, Thorstein Veblen, who recognized the
historical origins of female subordination as based
on the superior physical strength of males and who
described the cultural conditioning which later
helped perpetuate male domination.1 Veblen
described the position of American women at the
tu rn of the ce ntu ry w ith sympathy and
understanding. But Thorstein Veblen was hardly
within the mainstream of economic thought.
He would not, however, have been surprised by
the events of the past thirty years. Veblen, you
'Thorstein Veblen, The Theory o f the Leisure Class (New
York: The New American Library, 1953).
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recall, thought that science and technology offered
hope for social progress, and certainly technology
has helped free women from drudgery and made it
possible for them to participate in activities outside
the home. Household tasks have been lightened by
appliances; the burden of unwanted children has
been lessened by improvements in birth control.
As these developments took place, women
began to get involved outside the home in
increasing numbers. In particular, they sought paid
employment. Between 1950 and 1974, 17 m illion
women entered the U.S. labor force, while the
number of male workers was increasing by only 12
million.2
Women moved by the millions into the
classroom (as teachers), the sickroom (as nurses),
the outer office (as clerical workers), and the
restaurant (as waitresses). In short, most of them
crowded into the so-called women's occupations,
doing jobs much like those they had always done at
home. Under a kind of gentlemen's agreement
among employers and with the assistance of
government (which provided protective legislation
and occupational restrictions), the division of labor
based on sex was maintained.
The result is that after years of increasing
participation in the labor force, women still very
often find themselves at the bottom of the
employment ladder. They have become workers,
but they generally are regarded as secondary
workers. Because they have crowded into a few
occupations, g en e ra lly the pay in those
occupations is low. The relatively few females in
nontraditional jobs often receive less pay and fewer
advancements than their male colleagues. Families
headed by women have a much higher incidence
of poverty than male-headed households.
2U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics,
Handbook o f Labor Statistics 1975— Reference Edition,
Bulletin 1865 (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing
Office, 1975), p. 28.
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Nevertheless, the escape from the kitchen has
given women greater self-confidence; large
numbers now are protesting the roadblocks to
women's full participation in American life. They
do not, of course, speak with one voice. Most
feminists, however, simply want equity, which I
shall define as equality of opportunity, in all areas
of life— economic, social, and political.
We are, of course, a long way from that goal. A
good many p e o p le — b oth men and w o
men—apparently either do not share or do not
understand the goal. If they did, the Equal Rights
Amendment would be part of the Constitution by
now.
There is a consensus in this country, however,
that there ought to be equity in employment—that
women are entitled to equal employment
opportunities. Over the past fifteen years, this
consensus has come to be reflected in public
policy. The Equal Pay Act of 1963, Title VII of the
1964 Civil Rights Act, and a series of executive
orders as well as numerous state laws and a few
state constitutions all forbid discrimination against
women workers. Protective legislation and
statutory restrictions on female employment are
disappearing. All of this represents a strong shift in
public policy with respect to the employment of
women. I shall spend the rest of my time discussing
the effectiveness of the new policies and some of
their implications.
First of all, let us establish that sex discrimination
is a complex problem, which often is described in
deceptively simple terms.
Probably nothing did more to convince
policymakers and women themselves of the extent
of sex discrimination in employment than the
figures so earnestly promulgated by the U.S.
Women's Bureau and others showing that median
wage and salary income for all year-round female
workers in the United States generally is equal to
about 60 percent of the median income of all year21

round male workers. It's a sobering statistic, and it's
also extremely misleading, as any attempt to
simplify a complicated problem is apt to be.
Not all the differences in earnings of men and
women in similar jobs are due to discrimination.
For many reasons, the female life style differs from
that of the male. Women may choose to work less
than full-time and they may be in and out of the
labor force. The lack of a continuous work
experience on the part of many women is an
important factor in wage differentials by sex. And,
as we have already noted, the occupational
distribution of females is quite different from that
of males. Such matters often are overlooked in
statistical presentations (such as the 60 percent
figure) and in discussions of discrimination.
Nevertheless, women do face discrimination in
the job market, and the new employment policies
are designed to eliminate it. They address both
discrimination with respect to wages and to
occupational segregation. But there also is another
type of discrimination, frequently called role
d iffe re n tia tio n , w hich is fostered by the
socialization process that teaches women to
conform to that historic division of labor,
Government policies deal only in a very limited way
with this problem.3
Wage discrimination occurs whenever wage
differentials are not based on differences in
productivity for example, when a woman doing
the same job as a man is given a different title and
lower pay. The Equal Pay Act, enforced by the U.S.
Department of Labor, prohibits discrimination on
the basis of sex in the payment of wages for
substantially equal work, on jobs that require equal
skill, effort, and responsibility, and that are
performed under similar working conditions.
Occupational or job discrimination occurs when
women are denied adm ittance to certain
occupations, or when obstacles are placed in the
way of their admittance. It is far more effective in
keeping female earnings low than is wage
discrimination. The fact that women continue to
crowd into a limited number of occupations serves
to increase the competition for jobs and keep wage
rates down.
Title VII of the Civil Rights Act and Executive
Order 11246 address job discrimination as well as
wage d iscrim in atio n . T itle VII p ro h ib its

JSee Cynthia B. Lloyd, ed.. Sex, Discrimination, and the
Division o f Labor, Columbia Studies in Economics (New
York: Columbia University Press, 1975)
___________________________________
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discrimination in hiring, job classification,
promotion, compensation, fringe benefits, and
discharges; it is administered by the Equal
Employment Opportunity Commission. Executive
Order 11246, enforced by the Office of Federal
Contract Compliance, U.S. Department of Labor,
forbids discrimination by federal contractors.
Executive Order 11246 requires affirmative action
programs of firms and organizations who have
contracts of $50,000 or more with the federal
government, and that includes most of the nation's
largest employers. Under Title VII, EEOC may
require an affirmative action program of an
employer charged with discrimination. These
programs require employers to acquaint women
with job opportunities and to hire qualified female
applicants. They may establish goals as to the
number of women an employer should have hired
in a certain occupation by a certain date.4We may
note in passing that significant costs are incurred by
employers in complying with and administering
affirmative action programs.
Although there has been a surprisingly small
amount of discussion by.the general public of
affirmative action programs, their implications are
awesome. It is one thing to say that it is public policy
that employers must pay women the same wage as
men for doing the same job—nearly everyone buys
that idea in principle, if not in practice. It is quite
another thing to say that the old sex-based division
of labor upon which our whole society has always
been structured may no longer be enforced, and
that women now are e n title d to equal
consideration for any job for which they may
U.S. Department of Labor, Employment Standards
M ^ T 31'0" ' V\ omen's Bureau, “ Brief Highlights of
/w
J . Laws anc* O rders on Sex D is c rim in a tio n "
; a s n ,n g to n , D .C .: W o m e n 's B u re a u , 1972).
(Mimeographed.)
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qualify themselves. Yet that is what these new
policies are saying. If there were any likelihood that
the goals of affirmative action programs could be
achieved very quickly, we would be in fo r chaotic
times indeed.
They already have had considerable effect on
women’s employment opportunities, particularly
with respect to equal pay fo r equal work, but
a ffirm a tive a ction alone ca nn o t p re ve n t
discrimination or suddenly modify employment
patterns. In the first place, we all know that there
are ways of getting around the requirements, and
that it’s being done every day. In the second place,
adventurous women waiting to move into so-called
male occupations and highly trained women
qualified for executive and professional positions
are relatively few in number. The latest evidence
we have, from the 1970 census, indicates few
significant shifts in the traditional occupational
distribution of women workers. Changes in public
policy or not, we are dealing with the cumulative
effect of a process of socialization which has gone
on for thousands of years. Males are motivated
toward careers from infancy; females are taught to
regard themselves first as potential wives and
mothers and only secondarily as workers. Because
of this, we w ill never be able to eliminate role
differentiation or the old notions of the proper
division of labor by legislation, by executive order,
or by affirmative action.
Certainly the women who are moving into new
occupations and are achieving success in business
and professional life can serve as role models for
young women coming along. The public schools
can help, if women can persuade them to: they can
eliminate textbooks which portray only traditional
sex roles and improve the vocational counselling of
female students. But changes w ill be slow in
coming, involving as they do deeply rooted
patterns of behavior and considerable threat to the
present male power structure.
The threat to the male labor force is real, and in
my opinion it is well understood, though not often
publicly discussed. A recent article in The Wall
Street Journal did describe the situation rather
vividly.5 In the article, the (male) author referred to
the "massive movement of women out of the home
and into the labor market.”
In explaining this movement, he suggested that
two historical trends are behind it: "O ne is the
emancipation of women from much home work.
5"The O utlook: Review o f Current Trends in Business and
Finance," The Wall Street Journal, March 8, 1976, p. 1.
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The other lies in the fact that the great growth area
in employment is in jobs that women can do just as
well as men.
" A w om an may n o t be able to use a
sledgehammer or a shovel as effectively as a man.
But she's just as good with an office machine. And
that’s where the jobs are . . .
"A re male workers becoming obsolete?” asks
the author. "W ith all those millions of women
pouring into the labor market, what’s happening to
all the men who presumably would otherwise be
filling those jobs?”
The answer, he says, is, first, that a growing
economy has absorbed women workers and,
second, that male workers are retiring at earlier
ages and therefore making room for female
workers. It is true that labor force participation
figures for recent years show the over-all rate and
the rate for males 55 years old and over declining
substantially, while the rates for females at all age
levels have increased, in most cases dramatically.6
The Journal article concludes with a warning:
"There are still around 43 m illion females 16 years
and older who are not in the labor force. Most are
housekeepers. But so were millions of their sisters
who have already trekked to the job market.
"Providing a payroll job for every male and
female in the country seeking one just may be more
than was foreseen by the authors of the
Employment Act of 1946.”
That Act, you recall, proclaimed it the duty of the
g o ve rn m e n t to p ro m o te "m a x im u m ” em
ployment.
The potential for increased job competition as a
result of new public policies with respect to women
has other, related implications. As women become
free to compete on equal terms, and as more
females qualify themselves for executive and
professional positions, less competent males, who
might otherwise have filled those positions, will
lose out. Indeed, equally qualified males may lose,
at least until the sex ratio approaches some kind of
balance. This is a bitter pill for males to swallow. It
also may be bitter medicine for those women who
choose to stay at home and remain dependent
upon their husbands for their economic well
being.
It is clear, then, that males at all employment
levels, as well as stay-at-home wives, have
som ething to fear fro m increased fem ale
6U.S. Department of Labor, Handbook o f Labor Statistics, pp.
29-30.
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participation in the labor force. How much they
have to fear depends largely upon how many of
those 43 million females who are not in the labor
force choose to move into it, how rapidly they do
so, what occupations they choose, and how quickly
the established division of labor breaks down,
making it easier for women to move into previously
male occupations.
In 1973, the U.S. Department of Labor projected
that the increase in the labor force participation
rate of women would slow during the 1970s and
1980s.7 But by 1974, the female participation rate
had reached the level projected by the Department
for 1985.8Surely, the rate of increase will moderate
in years to come. There are and always will be many
women who prefer to remain at home; we may be
approaching the time when the proportion of
females in the labor force will begin to level off.
Even so, further modest increases in the female
participation rate, combined with the natural
increase in the labor force (both male and female)
resulting from the high birthrates of the fifties and
the early sixties, mean that the American economy
will need to provide an extraordinary number of
new jobs during the next decade.
At the same time, the demands of working
women for equal access to all occupations will
gradually intensify; growing female enrollment in
professional and graduate schools is one indication
of that. The threat to the male-dominated
executive suite is limited at this time, but the
pressure will grow.
All of this means that if women are to approach
equality in the job market, the American economy
7U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics, The
U.S. Labor Force: Projections to 1990. Special Labor Force
Report 156 (Washington, D.C.: Bureau of Labor Statistics,
1973).
•U.S. Department of Labor, Handbook o f Labor Statistics, p
30.
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must continue to grow and to offer increased
employment opportunities. One of the most
interesting contradictions I see in the women’s
movement are those women, attuned to liberal
causes, who embrace both women’s equity and a
no-growth economic policy. In my opinion, the
two are quite incompatible.
Only an expanding economy can provide the
milieu in which women can increase and diversify
their employment opportunities.9 If we are not to
have economic growth, then we face either long
term high unemployment or such fundamental
adjustments in the labor market as work-sharing,
early retirement, or de-emphasis of career
goals—or we must maintain the old division of
labor and keep as many women as possible in the
home. Women ought to recognize that a shortage
of jobs and continuous high unemployment could
easily jeopardize the public acceptance that
employed females currently enjoy.
Women should take the lead in suggesting that
economic and social goals such as reconstructing
our cities, improving our transportation services,
and limiting and repairing environmental damage
be combined with the objective of providing
employment opportunities for all persons who
seek them.
The freedom of women to compete in the labor
force on equal terms with men will eventually
result in a more efficient utilization of human
resources and a more equitable distribution of
income between the sexes. And once they have
begun to participate more fully in the work force,
women may slowly move on to full equity in all
areas of American life.
□

•See Sonia A. Gold, “ Alternative National Goals and
Women’s Employment," Science (February 1973), pp. 656660.
>
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M ost

businessmen w ho have read the
accountant's
report accompanying audited
financial statem ents w ill recall the rather
stereotyped phrase, "In our opinion, the financial
statements referred to above present fairly the
financial position of the ABC Company . . . in
conformity with generally accepted accounting
principles . . . ." In attesting to the fairness of the
financial statements the auditor is required to use
this precise phraseology unless he wishes to take
exception to the reliability of the statements. In
spite of its universal acceptance many statement
users are unfamiliar with the nature of GAAP
(generally accepted accounting principles), how
these principles are developed, what authority they
have, whether they are inalienable truths, and if
not, whether they are creditable. The purpose of
this article is to attempt an answer to some of these
questions so that those who read and interpret
financial statements may better understand the
impact of accounting principles and the structure
under which they have been developed.

For an accounting principle to become generally
accepted it must have authoritative support. In the
past a reputable accounting practitioner, author, or
university professor may have had sufficient
prestige to lend authoritative support to a
particular principle. Although the above unnamed
individuals may still exert considerable influence
on the development of accounting principles, in
more recent years the American Institute of
Certified Public Accountants has replaced the
individual as the chief authority in the private
sector for such development.
Generally speaking, these principles are broadly
defined standards followed by the accountant in
the preparation of financial statements. While
these guidelines are often flexible, they must
operate within reasonably defined limits in order to
provide some semblance of uniform ity in
statement preparation. The absentee stockholder,
investor, creditor, and other outsiders are
especially forced to rely on the credibility of these
financial statements and the soundness of the
principles underlying them. Therefore it has long
since been recognized that a systematic and
rational body of acceptable accounting principles
must govern the maintenance of accounting
records and the resulting financial statements.
In recent years the accounting profession has
come under increasing attack, accused on the one
hand of sa nctioning to o many a lterna tive
accounting methods in some areas and of offering
no specific guidelines in others. In addition the
profession has been criticized because of its
adherence to principles that are based solely on
prevailing practice whether or not such practices
are logical. Unfortunately the very term "generally
accepted" lends support to this accusation. In fact,
a new term has been coined in recent years, "the
credibility GAAP," a term that serves to emphasize
a loss of confidence in accountants' financial
reports. As might be expected, the profession is
25

growing more and more sensitive to this criticism
and is moving deliberately to correct some of the
more justifiable criticisms. Solutions will not be
easy since there are so many complex issues
involved and so many conflicting groups such as
management, absentee owners, investors,
creditors, and government agencies, each with
strong convictions and dedicated to protecting its
own interests.

The " credibility GAAP"
Although standards published by the profession
through its representative boards or committees
and sanctioned by the SEC possess considerable
authority, this does not guarantee their credibility.
An obvious question, which is perhaps easier to
ask than to answer, is why has it been so difficult to
develop a set of accounting standards that is
acceptable both to accountants and consumers of
accounting information? Contrast, if you will, the
American Institute's Committee on Auditing
Procedure, established in the same year (1939) as
the Committee on Accounting Procedure. The
A u d itin g C om m ittee is still fu n c tio n in g
successfully, whereas we continue to grope for
ways to deal e ffe ctive ly w ith accounting
procedures. One possible explanation for the
difference is that financial statement users do not
care to become involved with auditing techniques
and procedures. Auditing is a highly technical
function which can better be left to the experts.
The statement user is concerned that an audit be
performed effectively but is not too interested in
how it is done. On the other hand, the adoption of
specific accounting principles has a profound
effect on net income, earnings per share, and
valuation of assets, to say nothing of the tax
consequences of many of these decisions. In effect,
most statement users are vitally concerned with the
particular accounting principle employed and
readily voice their opposition when accounting
methods applied do not meet their objectives.
Management, particularly in publicly held
corporations, is charged with the stewardship of its
company's affairs. Asa result, managers are anxious
to improve the bottom line on the financial
statements, and the accountants are under
constant pressure to apply accounting standards
that will enhance profits. Creditors and prospective
investors prefer the employment of more
conservative accounting standards. Before these
two groups decide to invest funds in a particular
enterprise, they want some reasonable assurance
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that the financial statements are not reflecting
exaggerated profits or asset valuations. The
accountant is often in the middle of these
conflicting forces. Individual practitioners are
expected to be objective when deciding on
appropriate accounting standards, but it is often
difficult to achieve complete objectivity. In the first
place, standards or principles are manmade; they
follow no natural scientific laws. Since this is the
case, these principles are based upon the judgment
of individuals or committees composed of
individuals. In the final analysis they are subjective
opinions.
A further dilemma faces the public accounting
practitioner who is both engaged and paid by
management but is e th ica lly and legally
responsible to third parties for maintaining his or
her independence. The interests of management
and outsiders often conflict and, in addition, the
outsiders themselves may have conflicting
interests. Long-term creditors are concerned with
the protection of their annual interest payments
and the preservation of th e ir prin cip al.
Stockholders are more concerned with ample
profits to ensure adequate dividend distributions
and w ith steady g ro w th to enhance the
appreciation of their stock. Short-term creditors
are more concerned with high liquidity to ensure
prompt payment at maturity. In spite of these
varied interests the accountant is expected to
prepare a single set of financial statements based
on an inflexible set of accounting standards that
will satisfy everyone. It is often an impossible task.

Development of the structure
This is not the first time that the accounting
profession has come under attack by the users of its
services. The profession was in a similar dilemma in
the 1930s following the stock market debacle of
1929. Along with the business community in
general, accountants were singled out as one of the
groups contributing to the market crash and the
depression which followed because of misleading
financial statements. At that time, however, there
was no formalized structure for developing
accounting principles, and it was true that
individual practitioners and their accounting firms
followed independent guidelines as they deemed
appropriate. Concepts such as uniformity,
comparability, adequate disclosure, consistent
application of principles, were still in the future.
Beginning in 1933 and perhaps coincidentally
with the passage of the first Security and Exchange
The GAAP Behind Financial Statements/Jack Kempner

Act, a group of prom inent accountants headed by
George O. May met with a similar group
representing the New York Stock Exchange to
develop reasonably uniform standards fo r the
preparation of financial statements of listed
corporations. It was at this time that the term
"generally accepted accounting principles” was
first used. Contrary to initial expectations that the
committee would recommend a high degree of
uniformity, GAAP implied that corporations would
be free to choose from a fairly broad spectrum of
accounting principles as long as they were
generally accepted, as long as they applied these
principles consistently from year to year, and
disclosed the particular principles or methods
chosen. Not a very auspicious beginning, perhaps,
but it was a beginning; the first time that a
representative committee in the private sector had
issued a definitive pronouncement related to
accounting standards.

Committee on Accounting Procedure
Six years later, in 1939, the first standing committee
of the American Institute of CPAs, the Committee
on Accounting Procedure, was organized. It
survived for twenty years and issued fifty-one
opinions dealing with accounting principles. These
Accounting Research Bulletins, as the opinions
were called, covered a wide range of problems and
although they permitted the use of many
acceptable alternatives, these bulletins did begin to
furnish the profession and the financial statement
user with specific guidelines. It would be naive to
ignore the impact of the newly organized Securities
and Exchange C om m ission w h ich began
functioning effectively in 1935. One of its primary
objectives as legislated by Congress was to ensure
adequate and reliable corporate disclosure of
financial operations. As a means of implementing
M O N T A N A BUSINESS Q U AR TER LY/S pring 1976

this objective, the commission was given authority
to regulate accounting principles underlying
financial statements. Although the attitude of the
commissioners at that time was somewhat passive
in that they patiently waited for the institute's
committee to act, their influence was certainly
evident. Their philosophy was one that said in
effect, "Put your own house in order or w e'll do it
for you.” Needless to say, the profession did, and
has been making the attempt to keep it in order
ever since.
In hindsight one can easily enumerate the several
weaknesses of this early committee. It had been
repeatedly criticized for using a brush-fire
approach. Throughout its twenty-year life its
pronouncements dealt almost exclusively with
specific and often narrow issues that needed to be
resolved almost immediately. Either there were too
many acceptable alternative principles that had to
be reduced, or there were serious ambiguities in
the application of certain principles and the
committee was called upon to clarify them. Most of
their solutions— if they can be called that—were
based upon existing practice. The committee
seldom had the time or the resources to research
adequately a particular problem in order to
develop a sound, logical framework. Instead, an
issue was usually resolved in favor of what was
thought to be the predominately accepted practice
at the time. For example, several methods of
costing inventories were employed during the
1940s—methods such as LIFO or FIFO* resulted in
vastly different reported earnings of comparable
firms. The issue was resolved by a committee
recommendation that
. . the major objective in
selecting a method would be to choose the one
♦Last in, first out or first in, first out.
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which, under the circumstances, most clearly
reflects incom e/' Hardly an acceptable solution
but typical of the manner in which many issues
were resolved. In defense of the committee, one
must remember that it was the first of its kind and its
members had entered a vacuum that could not be
filled immediately.

Accounting Principles Board
By 1959 the profession recognized the need for a
new approach, and the Accounting Principles
Board was thought to be the answer. At the time
more than a change in name was intended, and the
profession as well as the SEC looked upon this new
board with great expectations. An accounting
research division was organized concurrently with
the creation of the board. Its function was to
furnish research support so that the board could
base its decisions on more reliable evidence.
Rather than confine its deliberations to crisis-type
situations (the brush-fire approach) the board was
charged with reviewing the entire body of existing
accounting principles with the purpose of defining
basic objectives of financial reporting and adapting
principles or standards to meet these objectives.
Again it is relatively easy to be critical in
hindsight. Nevertheless, the APB proved to be
much less effective than had originally been
anticipated. Throughout its fourteen-year history,
it published thirty-one opinions but accomplished
little more than its predecessor. It was constantly
plagued with crises that had to be resolved
immediately. It rejected several studies, published
by its research division, as being too innovative to
be incorporated within the framework of generally
accepted accounting principles, and made only
one limited attempt to deal with the overall
concepts of accounting. In spite of many of its
shortcomings, however, the board did manage to
narrow several areas of alternative principles and
did advance the development of more logical
standards.
By the late sixties, the profession realized that a
voluntary board of this sort, working through a
part-time committee structure, could not function
effectively. Since the members of the board served
voluntarily, it also meant that they maintained their
affiliation with their respective accounting firms
and were subject to pressures brought to bear by
their partners and clients. Without question they
were subject to the influences of the marketplace
and were unable to exercise their judgment in an
unbiased and objective manner. Conflicts of
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interest were unavoidable, and many important
decisions were watered-down compromises.

Financial Accounting Standards Board
In 1973 an entirely new type of board was created
which may overcome the weaknesses of the former
committees. The Financial Accounting Standards
Board (FASB) is not a voluntary committee
appointed by the American Institute of CPAs.
Instead, the members of this board are adequately
compensated, serve full time and are required to
sever their relationships with their former
accounting firms or industrial organizations. A
separate fo u n d a tio n has been organized,
composed of prominent people in accounting and
industry who are charged with ensuring the
financial independence of the board and selecting
its members. Furthermore, neither the foundation
nor the board is under the jurisdiction of the
American Institute of CPAs. Thus far financial
commitments to the foundation appear adequate
to ensure am ple com pensation fo r board
members, making its possible to attract highly
qualified people and assuring sufficient funds to
furnish support for the board's activities. It is hoped
that this assistance w ill continue so that the board
can remain independent and avoid becoming an
arm of government. Since this new board was
established less than three years ago, it is premature
to offer any prognosis regarding its chances for
success, particularly where so many others have
failed. One point is certainly recognized by the
accounting profession and by consumers of
financial statements: if the FASB fails, its successor
will not come from the private sector. Accounting
principles may then be formulated and enforced by
the federal government either through the SEC or
some newly created bureaucracy.

Why accountants follow GAAP
The foregoing narrative, which has attempted to
trace briefly the development of accounting
principles, is reasonably up-to-date, yet by no
means marks the end of the story. Judging by the
constant flux experienced in the past, there is every
reason to suspect that considerable history is still to
be written. At this point is might be helpful to pause
and explore the authoritative nature of past and
present boards; in other words, are there any
compelling reasons for complying with the
pronouncements of the present FASB and its
predecessors? The accountants whose function it is
to attest to the fairness of the financial statements
prepared by corporate enterprise and who furnish
The GAAP Behind Financial Statements/7ac/c Kem pner

assurances that the statements are prepared in
accordance with generally accepted accounting
principles are usually certified. The Code of
Professional Ethics, which governs the practice of
all CPAs, precludes them from submitting an
opinion as to the fairness of the financial statements
in accordance with GAAP if there have been any
departures from the standards mandated by the
FASB or its predecessors. A violation of this cardinal
rule could result in a CPA's expulsion from the
American Institute of CPAs and the revocation of
his or her license to practice by the appropriate
state authorities. In the case of publicly held
corporations under the jurisdiction o f the SEC, the
accountant could be prevented from further
attesting to financial reports filed with that
commission. Therefore, in spite of the fact that
opinions issued by the FASB have no statutory
authority, these statements do in fact have
considerable influence.
Until recently the SEC has generally endorsed the
opinions published by the standing committees of
the profession with only a few exceptions. Where
disagreement had occurred, the SEC's legal
position, as an agency of the federal government,
assured that it would have the final word. W ithin
recent years such disagreements have arisen more
and more frequently, and, to the chagrin of the
private sector, the accounting profession has had to
bow to the rulingsof the SEC. Just what implications
these accelerating conflicts hold for the future will
be discussed later.

Inflationary distortions
One typical example of this conflict and of the
subjective nature of any resulting decision is the
current controversy caused by inflation. Anyone
who has ever read a financial statement is aware
that the distortions caused by inflation have always
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been ignored by accountants. However, it would
be unfair to claim that either accountants,
corporate management, or the SEC are oblivious to
these distortions. Adm ittedly, past inflationary
spirals witnessed in this country have been ignored
deliberately in the hope that the problem would
disappear. In the past this has often been true. The
rate of inflation subsided after a relatively short
period and we were able to concentrate on other
problems. At the present time the bogey of double
digit inflation, or a rate that is close to it, w on't go
away. The accountant, the SEC, corporate
management, the financial analyst all agree that we
can no longer ignore the distortions caused by
significant increases in the general price level. The
FASB has spent the past year investigating the
possibilities of issuing a statement that would
require the submission o f supplemental financial
statements adjusted for changes in the general
price level. These statements would accompany the
more conventional historical statements and would
be adjusted to reflect the changing value of the
dollar based upon an acceptable general price level
index, preferably the Gross National Product
Im plicit Price Deflator. Comments have been
in v ite d fro m those w ith in the a ccou n ting
profession as well as from users, and several
hearings have been held in order to collect as much
input as possible. An opinion was to be issued at the
end of 1975, but, in view of the mass of conflicting
views held by so many, publication of an opinion
has been postponed until sometime in 1976.
There is always a risk when trying to oversimplify
a complex issue, but in essence the opinion would
re q u ire that all n o n m o n e ta ry items (e.g.,
inventories, fixed assets, capital stock) be restated
each year in terms of current purchasing power,
whereas monetary items (e.g., cash, receivables,
payables, which are liquidated in fixed dollars)
would remain constant. As a result, a firm that held
an excess of monetary assets over monetary
liabilities in a period of rising prices would suffer a
loss since it would be repaid in cheaper dollars.
Firms with an excess of monetary liabilities would
gain. The opinion would further require that these
price level gains and losses be included in the
determination of net income on the sup
plementary statements. The bottom line would be
altered significantly depending upon a firm's
excess monetary assets or liabilities. The claim has
already been made that public utilities could show
huge profits all the way into bankruptcy. Most
utilities carry heavy amounts of funded debt, and
their monetary liabilities often far exceed their
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monetary assets. During periods of rampant
inflation they would reflect enormous price level
gains even though operating results might be
borderline.
On the other hand, the oil industry in particular,
and other industries in general, would have
avoided showing such huge profits in 1974 and 1975
if it had been permitted to restate its inventories in
terms of current dollars. What so often happens
during any period of rapid inflation is that
inventories bought at the beginning of the year
with relatively expensive dollars (low prices) are
sold toward the end of the year at cheaper dollars
(higher prices). These profits are frequently illusory
because the excess income is needed to replace
stocks at higher prices. Price level adjusted
statements tend to eliminate these distortions.
As was implied earlier, not everyone agrees with
the proposal for price level adjustments. There is
strong opposition to the concept that price level
gains and losses be included in net income. Many
highly capable and reputable opponents contend
that no reliable price index exists that would permit
realistic conversions to common dollars. Others
contend with equal force that no single index can
be used that would reflect equitably common
dollars on the financial statements of such diverse
companies as U.S. Steel and Sears, Roebuck.
An alternative solution to the price level
problem, and one that is gaining considerable
momentum, is the employment of current
replacement cost for selected accounts on the
financial statements. More specifically, it is
suggested that inventories, fixed assets, and cost of
sales be stated in terms of current replacement cost
rather than converted by means of an index
number, and that these data be disclosed in the
footnotes as supplementary information. It is not
yet clear how replacement costs of machinery and
equipment bought many years ago can be
determined. In many cases independent appraisals
will have to be made and the objectivity of these
d e te rm in a tio n s m ig h t be q u e s tio n e d .
Nevertheless, it is only fair to point out that many
items on conventional financial statements contain
estimates, and in most instances these are fairly
reliable.
The above discussion, which has reviewed in a
limited fashion the proposals recommended to
deal with the distortions caused by inflation, is a
fairly typical demonstration of the controversies
that arise whenever an important accounting
change is contemplated. A resolution of this
particular problem will be determined eventually
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by the FASB and the SEC. At the moment the FASB
favors price level adjusted statements while the SEC
advocates current replacement costs. If an impasse
develops, and this is quite likely, it is a foregone
conclusion that the SEC’s views will prevail. It is
hoped that some compromise can be reached
between the two groups, but, in any event, no
solution will satisfy everyone. Furthermore, the
issue is so clouded that we can only wonder if there
is any such thing as a correct solution. Whatever
accounting standard finally evolves will be based
upon the subjective judgment of individuals
working in committee fashion and subject to
inevitable political and economic biases. As long as
accounting is an art practiced by people, it will
never achieve universal acceptance of its
principles.

Power of persuasion
vs. statutory authority
The development of GAAP has been controversial
and is likely to continue to be as long as we
encourage its development within the private
sector. Not many of us would advocate the
alternative, which is government decree. In spite of
frequent setbacks and frustrations, considerable
progress has been made over the past forty years to
keep the development o f accounting principles in
private hands. Prior to 1930, there was no
re p re s e n ta tiv e b o d y ch a rg e d w ith the
responsibility for issuing authoritative accounting
opinions, whereas today, after considerable trial
and error, we have such a board. Also, the FASB is
not composed entirely of CPAs but is broadly
representative.
The GAAP Behind Financial Statements/Jack Kempner

It was mentioned earlier that from the very
beginning the SEC had adopted a policy of
restraint, of giving the accounting profession a
chance to develop its own principles w ithout too
much interference. In recent years the SEC has
altered this philosophy by taking a more active role.
The relatively short tenure of the form er
Accounting Principles Board has been attributed in
part to the commission's refusal to accept some of
its earlier opinions. In a few critical instances the
commission had issued rulings contrary to the
board's original position and the latter was forced
to back down. This sort of action was bound to
dilute the effectiveness of the APB, and that is
exactly what happened. The commission was
supported by the statutory authority of the federal
government; the Accounting Principles Board
could only persuade. The outcome of any
confrontation between the two was not d ifficu lt to
predict.
There is a strong possibility that the new FASB will
meet with the same fate. Considerable pressure is
presently being exerted by the SEC fo r the new
board to deal with several important issues. Many
of them are, as usual, controversial and it is only a
matter of time before a fresh confrontation
develops between the two bodies. Perhaps suitable
compromises can avoid a deadlock. If not, one
fears that this board w ill follow its two predecessors
into oblivion. If this should happen, w ill there be a
fourth? In view of past experience, it is doubtful
that the private sector w ill be permitted to try again.
Unfortunately, the dismal alternative might be rigid
government control over the development and
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enforcement of accounting standards—not a very
pleasant prospect b ut one that must be
contemplated.
At the present time there is some reason to hope
that such a prospect can be avoided. The members
of the Financial Accounting Standards Board are
making every effort to work closely with the chief
accountant of the Securities and Exchange
Commission. To date no new standard has been
published w ithout first obtaining complete
agreement between the two groups. In fact, even
before this stage is reached, proposed standards
are circulated among the consumers of accounting
information in the form of exposure drafts. W ritten
comments are always invited from anyone
interested in expressing his or her views, and open
hearings are usually held prior to final publication
of a new opinion. W hile it would be impossible for
the board to comply with all the diverse views of
everyone involved, every effort is being made to
overcome the more critical objections of both
preparers and consumers of financial statements.
This approach had been tried before by the
Accounting Principles Board but only to a limited
extent. The broader coverage now practiced by the
FASB, coupled with almost daily contact with the
SEC, justifies cautious optimism that the initiative
for developing accounting standards w ill remain in
the private sector. It w ill never be possible to reach
complete agreement among all of the factions who
prepare and use financial statements, but perhaps
we can agree that it is to everyone's advantage to
avoid surrendering these prerogatives to the
government.
□
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In the Spring 1975 issue of the Montana Business
Quarterly, we began this series by introducing
examples of types of business problems that can be
solved using m athem atical o r q u a n tita tive
methods. In that article we demonstrated the use of
decision theory and probabilities in problem
solving. In the Summer issue of the Quarterly, we
presented a general explanation of linear
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programming with several examples of its
application.
We will discuss in this article the application of
quantitative methods to network problems in
business, first solving the example of the Python
M ining Company introduced in the Spring issue,
and then discussing the concepts and application
to critical path methods for business planning and
control.

Possible Roads fo r Hauling Ore From
M ining Sites(a-f) to Processing Plant(g).
(Distance Shown in Miles)

Using network analysis to minimize costs
in a road system
In the first article in this series in an article entitled
"Quantitative Methods in Business: Part I, the
Theory of Decision M a k in g /' we gave an example
of network analysis. The problem involved the
Python Company, which has discovered sig
nificant deposits of copper at six sites in a rugged
part of Montana. Python wishes to build a road
system to haul the ore from each of the mine sites,
indicated by points a-f on the map (figure 1) to the
processing plant at point g. The length in miles for
each feasible road section is shown on the map.
Due to d ifficult terrain and environmental
considerations the road distances are not directly
proportional to the aerial distances between sites.
The com pany estimates the n um ber of
recoverable tons at each site to be as follows:
M in e
Site

R ecoverable
Tons o f O re

847,500
360,000
147,000
c
780,000
d
100,000
e
200,000
f
Python recognizes that it need not and should
not install each of the feasible road sections since
ore from site b , for instance, could be shipped to g
via d , or via e and f, or via c and f, etc. It also
recognizes that in deciding among alternative road
configurations it must balance the cost of
constructing the system with the cost of using it. For
a

b

g g
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given construction and operating costs per mile,
the company could choose to minimize the total
length of road or it could choose to minimize the
distance from each site to the plant. We assume that
the value of the ore warrants its removal.
The problem is:
a) If you were part of the management team,
where would you put the roads if the cost of
construction were $80,000 per mile and the
operating costs were $0.04 per ton-mile?
b) Where would you put the roads if the cost of
construction were $80,000 per mile and the
operating costs were $0.09 per ton-mile?
In this p ro b le m th e re are tw o possible
objectives: (1) to minimize the distance from each
of the sites to the plant, and (2) to minimize the total
miles of road to be constructed. We will try to
achieve the first objective if the cost of using the
roads is high relative to the cost of building them,
and the second objective if the reverse is true. The
difficulty is that we do not know initially which is
the situation. We d on 't know what the total
operating costs are relative to the total construction
costs until we know the total miles of road that must
be constructed.
We do know how to find the two road networks
that satisfy the objectives suggested above. The
problem of minimizing the distance from any
mining site to any other mining site is called the
shortest route problem , and a technique exists for
solving it. The second objective may be achieved by
finding what is called the minimum spanning tree
for the network, and a very simple procedure is
known for doing that.
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Figure 2
Shortest Route Network

F in d in g th e s h o rte s t ro u te s

The shortest route problem is solved by calculating
a value for each node (mining site) of the network.
The value for a given node is the shortest distance
of that node from the destination node (the
processing plant). The trick is to start with the
distination node, which, of course, has a value of
zero since it is 0 miles from the destination. Node f
obviously has a value of 39 since the arc directly
from f to g is clearly the shortest route between the
two nodes.
Most nodes, however, have several routes
connecting them to the destination. That is, there
are several candidates or possible node values
(distances), from which we select the smallest to be
the actual node value. For example, a possible path
from c to g is c-e -f-g , in which case the candidate
value for c would be 104 (27 plus 38 plus 39).
Another possible route is c-d -g ; that value is 73 (24
plus 49). O f course, a third possibility is to haul the
ore from c to f to g; that distance would be 75 miles
(36 plus 39). The calculations show that the second
value (c-d-g) is the smallest, and hence is the value
of node c; what appears to the eye to be the
shortest route (c-f-g) is actually two miles longer
than the route c-d-g. The shortest distances (node
values) for all the mining sites are shown in the
boxes in figure 1.
The reader may have noted that we have been
keeping track only of the shortest distance of each
node from the destination, not the path by which
that distance is shortest. One of the distinctive
characteristics of this procedure is that it allows one
to be very myopic.
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To determine the distance of mining site c to the
processing plant (g), we need to know only the
distance from c to an adjacent node and the value
of that adjacent node, since the value of the
adjacent node is the shortest distance, by whatever
path, of that node from the ultimate destination. If
we proceed in that fashion to determine the value
of each site in the network, we will, by definition,
know the shortest distance from each site to the
plant.
The shortest route is then found by working
forward from a given “ source” node toward the
destination. For example, if we start at node a
(which figure 2 shows as 86 miles from g), the
shortest route might be via b , c or d (figure 1). To
determine which path (or arc) we should use, we
subtract the length of each candidate arc from the
value of node a. An arc is part of the shortest route if
its length is exactly the difference between the
value of the node where we are now and the value
of the node to which we would go along that arc.
For example, if we are currently at node a, which is
86 miles from the destination by the shortest route,
we can observe that if we travel from a to c, the
distance covered along arc a-c (38 miles) does not
in fact move us 38 miles closer to the destination;
node c still is 73 miles from destination g.
On the other hand, going from nodeatonoded,
a distance of 37 miles, does indeed move us 37 miles
closer to the destination, as shown by the fact that
the value of node d is 37 less than that of node a.
Looked at in another way, we can see that the value
of node a (86 miles) must have been the sum of the
value of node d (49) and the length of arc a-d (37)
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Figure 3
M in im a l S panning T re e N e tw o rk

rather than the sum of the value o f node c and the
length of arc a-c or the sum of b ’s value and arc a-b.
Proceeding in the above fashion, we can
determine that the network of roads that minimizes
the distance from each mine site to the plant (node
g) will be that network shown in figure 2. The total
miles o f road w ill be 231.
M in im iz in g to ta l m ile s o f ro a d

The second possible objective we identified above
is to minimize the total miles of road to be
constructed. O ur task is to build roads in such a way
that the processing plant can be reached from each
mine site. Some of the routes may be rather
circuitous, but we care only that the mine sites be
connected somehow to the plant site, not that the
distance be minimized.
Clearly, the problem is that we must connect a set
of nodes that are currently isolated from one
another. We will utilize an iterative, or repetitive,
procedure in which we add a new road (and thus a
new node) to the system each time. In general, we
will be working with a set of connected nodes and a
set that is unconnected. A connected node has a
road attached to it, and an unconnected node has
no road; i.e., it is isolated. During each iteration of
the selection process we choose whichever
unconnected node is closest to any connected
node, and then we connect those two nodes,
thereby adding one more node to the connected
set. In that way, the connected set gains one
member each iteration and the unconnected set
loses one member.
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To get an initial connected set, select any node
arbitrarily and connect it to its closest neighbor.
Then the iteration process described above can be
employed to include the other nodes in the
connected set.
For the problem at hand, let us arbitrarily choose
node e and connect it to node c, which is closest to
e. Now, which unconnected node is closest to
either c ore? Node d is closest, so we connect d to c.
We then see that b is the member of the
unconnected set that is closest to any member of
the connected set (c), so we connect it to the set.
Proceeding in this fashion we arrive at the network
above, where the roads to be constructed are
indicated by the solid lines.
This minimal spanning tree (MST) network has a
total of 179 miles of road, whereas the shortest
route (SR) network has a total of 231 miles.
However, the observant reader may have noted
that mining site e is 102 miles from the processing
plant in the MST network, but only 77 miles in the
SR network.
From tables 1 and 2 we can see that for $0.04 per
ton-m ile operating cost, the lower total cost is
given by the minimal spanning tree. This is because
the construction costs dominate the operating
costs and it is therefore important to minimize the
total miles of road to be constructed. However, at
$0.09 per ton-m ile, the operating costs dominate,
and we select the shortest route network so as to
minimize the hauling distance from each mine to
the plant.
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Table 1
Shortest Route Network Costs
(1)

(2)

(3)
(4)
(5)
Distance
M ine Recoverable to Plant Operating Cost Operating Cost
Site
Tons of Ore (Node g) @ 44/ton-mile 1 @ 9<t/ton-mile2
a
847,500
8 6 miles
$ 2,915,400
$ 6,559,650
b
360,000
93 miles
1,339,200
3,013,200
c
147,000
73 miles
429,240
965,790
d
780,000
49 miles
1,528,800
3,439,800
e
100,000
77 miles
308,000
693,000
f
200,000
39 miles
312,000
702,000
Total operating cost
$ 6,832,640
$15,373,440
Plus construction cost
($80,000 x 231 miles)
Total cost

18,480,000

18,480,000

$25,312,640

$33,853,440

’ (2) x (3) x .04
2 (2) x (3) x .09

Table 2

Mine
Slte
a

Distance
Recoverable to Plant Operating Cost Operating Cost
Tons of Ore (Node g) @ ^ /to n -m ile 1 @ 9<t/ton-mile2

In order to use CPM, two types of information are
required. First, the sequencing requirement for ■
each activity of the project must be known. Some of \
these activities may be in series (for example, the
roof of a building cannot be constructed before the ]
walls are up); other may be in parallel (for example,
the fenders of a car can be pressed while the engine
is being built). The other information needed is an
estimate of the time required to complete each
activity. With this information the entire project
can be graphically represented by a network
diagram.
Diagraming a complex work project. Table 3
contains a list of six activities of a certain project.
together with the sequencing requirements and
times for each activity.

Total operating cost
Plus construction cost
($80,000 x 179 miles)

$10,043,400

$22,597,650

14,320,000

14,320,000

Total cost

$24,363,400

$36,917,650

847,500 128 miles
360,000 101 miles
147,000
75 miles
780,000
99 miles
100,000 102 miles
200,000
39 miles

Two special network
analysis techniques
An im portant use o f networks is in the
management of large-scale projects that have many
interrelated tasks. The successful completion of
such undertakings requires careful planning,
scheduling, and coordinating. An example of such
a project is the development of the Polaris missile
program for the U.S. Navy. This project was started
in 1958, and during its progress network techniques
were developed. These techniques, called CPM
(Critical Path Method) and PERT (Program
Evaluation and Review Technique), were credited
with coordinating the thousands of various
agencies and contractors involved in the Polaris
program. As a result of this coordination, the
completion date for the Polaris missile was
advanced by more than two years.
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I

The c ritic a l p a th m e th o d (C PM )

$ 9,763,200
3,272,400
992,250
6,949,800
918,000
702,000

c
d
e
f

•
-i
v
«
%
■;
I
|
I
|
1
j

M inim al Spanning Tree Network Costs

$ 4,339,200
1,454,400
441,000
3,088,800
408,000
312,000

b

The use of CPM/PERT techniques has since been
expanded to aid in construction programs,
program m ing o f com puters, maintenance
planning, preparation of bids and proposals,
research and development programs, and the
installation of computer systems. These techniques
are designed to aid the installation of computer
systems. These techniques are designed to aid the
manager in planning and controlling a project.
Before a project has begun, they can help in
identifying those activities that are critical to the
overall completion of the project. They highlight
bottlenecks that may need additional resources
allocated to them in order to meet project
deadlines. For purpose of control after the project
has begun, such techniques provide a way of
monitoring progress and calling attention to those
delays in activities that may cause a completion
date to be missed.

Table 3

Activity
A
B

C

D
E
F

Immediate
Predecessor

Time
(In Days)

A
A
B, C

3
4

__

E

2

6
2
8

CPM networks employ standard notation and
conventions. Let each activity be represented by a
circle and let the sequencing of each activity be
indicated by arrows. For instance, the relationship
between activities A and B can be represented by
an arrow connecting circles A and B; i.e., A —* B.
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Finish ,

Start

Figure 4
Network Diagram

This representation for A and B indicates that
activity A must be completed before activity B. It is
important to remember that an arrow only
indicates a sequential or precedence relationship
and does not represent the tim e to complete an
activity.
The reader should attempt to draw the entire
network for all activities in table 3. Remember to let
circles represent activities and arrows illustrate
sequencing requirements. Draw the network
before referring to figure 4, which is the correct
network for this project. In this figure the number
associated with each activity is the number of days
required to complete it.
Notice that activities A and E can be started
together; that is, they are parallel activities. Events
A and B, however, are in series since A must
precede B.
By drawing the network for a project the
manager is meeting one objective of the critical
path method; namely, the planning objective. It is
now possible to visualize the interdependency of
the activities in the project. This visualization
certainly aids in the planning process. Further, with
the network completed it is possible to continue
the planning objective and start the objective of
control by identifying the critical path through the
network.
A path in a network is defined as a sequence of
connected activities. There are three paths in our
network that connect START and FINISH: EF, ACD,
and ABD. The critical path in a network is that path
from start to finish that takes the most time to
complete. It is important because it identifies the
minimum time in which the entire project may be
F tt*
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finished. In addition, by comparing other paths
with the critical path it is possible to identify
activities that can be delayed w ithout delaying
completion of the entire project. Knowing these
noncritical activities might enable the manager to
reallocate his resources from noncritical to critical
activities.
For the network in figure 4, determining the
critical path is relatively easy since all one must do is
add the activity times for the three previously
identified paths. By perform ing these additions one
can see that path ACD with a time total of twelve
days is the critical path. Larger networks can be so
complex that identification of the critical path is not
easy; therefore, we w ill present a method for
identifying the critical path.
This method requires the calculation of four time
values for each activity i in the network. Two of
these four values are: earliest start time for activity /
(ES) and earliest finishing time for activity / (EF). The
earliest start time for an activity is the earliest
possible time the activity can start, assuming all
predecessor activities started at their earliest time.
The earliest finish time for an activity is the sum of
that activity's earliest start time and its activity time.
For events A and E on figure 4, the ES is 0.0 and the
EF for both is 2.0 (ES + activity time = 0.0 + 2.0 = 2.0).
Before the ES and EF for an activity can be
calculated, the ES and EF for all preceding activities
must be completed. The ES of a particular activity is
equal to the largest EF of all that activity's
predecessors.
Figure 5 contains ES and EF times for the activities
in the network. These are the two figures above
each circle with ES being the first figure of the pair.
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Start

Finish

Figure 5
ES, EF, LS, and LF Values for Network

Ignore the figures below each circle for the
moment. An example of the calculation of ES and
EF can be shown for activity D. Since D requires
both B and C to be completed before it can begin,
the ES for activity D is the larger of 5 (EF for activity
B) and 6 (EF for activity C), namely 6. The EF for
activity D is 12 (ES of 6 + activity time of 6). The
reader should verify the ES and EF for each activity
on figure 5.
To complete the method for identifying the
critical path through a network two other times for
each activity must be calculated: latest start time for
activity / (LS) and latest finish time for activity / (LF).
The latest finish time for an activity is the latest time
it can possibly finish without holding up the entire
project. The latest start time for an activity is the
difference between its latest finish time and its own
activity time.
The reader may have anticipated by the
definitions of LS and LF that they are calculated by
starting at the finish of the network and working
toward the start. For all activities that immediately
precede the finish of the project the LF is equal to
the EF for the entire project (which is the largest EF
of the activities that precede the finish). The LF for a
particular activity is equal to the smallest LSvalue of
that activity's immediate successors (remember we
are working backwards through the network). The
LF for both activities D and Fis 12 (which is the EF for
D). The LS for activity D is 6, which is the difference
between its LF (12) and the activity time for D (6).
The LS for F is 4, which is the difference between
the LF and F (12) and F's activity time (B).
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Figure 5 also shows LS and LF for each activity.
These values appear under each activity with LS
being the first value of each pair. Another example
of the calculation of LS and LF can be shown for
activity A. The LF for A is the smallest LSof activities
B and C, which is 2 for C; the LS for A is the
difference between its LF and activity time. Thus
the LS for A is equal to 0.0. The reader should verify
the LS and LF values for all activities on figure 5.
With the ES, EF, LS, and LF calculated for each
activity, perhaps it would be helpful to analyze
what they imply for a particular activity. The ESand
LS for activity F are 2 and 4 days respectively. The ES
is the earliest time (2 days) that F could possibly
start, if all preceding activities started at their
earliest times and finished according to schedule.
The LS is the latest time (4 days) that F could start
without delaying the project beyond its 12-day
completion time. Since LS is greater than ES for
activity F, this means that Fcould be delayed up to 2
days without jeopardizing the completion of the
entire project. This type of information certainly
would be useful in the planning and controlling of
the activities of a project. It should be noted that
the same information could be obtained for activity
F by comparing EF and LF times for that activity.
By calculating the difference between ES and LS
for each activity (alternatively, EF and LF) it is
possible to identify two important facts. First, all
activities that lie on the critical path will have a
difference of 0.0; therefore the critical path can be
identified. Second, a positive difference between
ES and LS is known as slack. Slack is defined as the
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number of days an activity can be delayed w ithout
forcing the project to be overdue. Table 4
summarizes this inform ation for our example.
Table 4
Activity
LS
ES
A*
0
0
B
2
3
2
2
C*
D*
6
6
E
2
0
F
4
2
‘ Activities on the critical path.

Slack
0
1
0
0
2
2

A more complete and complex example of using
CPM is given in the example below. The reader is
encouraged to draw the network for this example
and to compute ES, LS, ET, and LF before looking at
the answers. By analyzing this example the reader
may be able to see many potential uses of CPM
methods in his business.
Using CPM for installation of a computer system.
The Lake Hardware Company is a chain of retail
hardware and appliance stores. The company is
considering the installation of a new computer
system to do the payroll fo r the company, to do the
sales accounting (paying for purchases and sending
bills), and to do inventory record keeping. The
company controller is trying to lay out a schedule
for the various tasks involved in putting the new
computer system into operation.
The new manager of the computer operations
identified the follow ing list of tasks that must be
performed, together with the times needed to
accomplish each activity and the predecessor
activities.

Activity
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
1

J

Description

Analyze various computer sys
tems and place order
Delivery and installation
Hire programmers
Do preliminary work on payroll
program
Do preliminary work on account
ing program
Do final work on both payroll and
accounting programs
Hire outside consultant for work
on inventory control program
Do preliminary work on in
ventory
Do final work on inventory con
trol program
Test payroll and accounting
programs on rented computer

Predecessor
Time
(Months)
Activities

The controller is interested in answering the
following questions:
a. How long w ill it take before the computer
system is completed? What are the critical
activities?
b. Which activities can be delayed w ithout
delaying the completion of the system? How
long can they be delayed?
c. What is the minimum time in which the
accounting and payroll programs can be
implemented? What activities are critical to
this implementation?
The answers to these questions are given in figure 6
and table 5.
Table 5
ES, EF, LS, LF, and Slack fo r Each Activity
Activity
A*
B
C*
D
E*
F*
G
H*
1*

J

K
L
M
N

Activity

L

1 .0

1.5

C

2.5

C

2 .0

D, E

| G

2 .0

F, H

.5

M
N
O
P

A

2 .0

0

2

0

2

2

6

5.5

9.5
3
5.5
5.5
7.5
5.5
7.5
9.5
9.5

2

3
3
5.5
2

5.5
7.5
7.5

3
4.5
5.5
7.5
3
7.5
9.5

8
6

8.5
8

8

8.5
6.5
9
9
9.5

2

4
3
5.5
4.5
5.5
7.5
9.0
9.5
9.5
1 0

9.5
10.5

Q
R
S

Description
Revise payroll and accounting
programs
Test computer upon delivery
from manufacturer
Test payroll and accounting
programs on installed computer
Prepare manuals for payroll and
accounting programs
Im p le m e n t p a y ro ll and ac
counting programs
Test inventory control program
on installed computer
Prepare manuals for inventory
control program
Implement inventory control
program
Done

Slack
(LS-ES)
0

1 0
1 0

10.5
10.5

11
9
10.5
9.5
10
10
9.5
10.5
9.5
10.5
Q*
11
R*
10.5
11
10.5
•Critical paths: A—G —E—F— 1—Q —R, 11 months
A—C-- E — H— 1—Q —R, 11 months

A
A

1 .0

LS

P

K

4.0

EF

O

_

2 .0

LF

ES

3.5
0
1
0
0

2.5
0
0

1.5
1.5
3.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
.5
0
0

Predecessor
Time
Activities
(Months)
.5

J

.5

B

.5

K, L

1 .0

J

.5

M, N

;5

| L

1 .0

.5

1

P,Q
O, R

F
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Figure 6
Network for Computer Installation

The activities not involved with the im
plementation of the accounting and payroll
programs are G, H, I, P, Q, and R. The critical paths
for the accounting and payroll portion of this
project are: A—C—E—F—J—K—M —0 , 9 months;
A C—E—F—J—N—O, 9 months.
P ro g ra m e v a lu a tio n
(PERT)

a n d re v ie w te c h n iq u e s

PERT methods consist of network techniques that
enable the manager to expand the CPM analysis to
include not only the critical path but also an
analysis of the costs that can be attributed to each
activity, with an analysis of uncertain times or costs
for each activity in the network. This ability to
analyze the cost of each activity is extremely
important. Generally the manager can alter the
time needed to complete an activity; for instance,
allocating more resources (money, workers,
capital) to an activity can probably complete the
activity much faster, but at an increased cost. The
question of time-cost tradeoffs and the resultant
benefits is an important one to a manager. Some of
the various PERT methods allow for this type of
analysis, although their presentation would be too
long for this article.
Another advantage of PERT methods is that they
allow for the introduction of uncertainty into the
analysis. Recall that the times used in the CPM
method discussed earlier were assumed to be
known (that is, an estimate of time for an activity
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was assumed to be the value of time for that
activity). If, in fact, the best the manager can do is
give an estimate of time, knowing that the actual
time will probably vary somewhat from the
estimate, then CPM methods may lead to
erroneous conclusions. By allowing time to be
expressed by a probability distribution for each
activity, PERT methods permit CPM analysis to be
more inclusive of real world situations.
Recent advances in network methods and
techniques have led to the development of more
flexible techniques such as GERT (Graphic
Evaluation and Review Technique) which allows for
the sim ulation of extrem ely com plex and
probabilistic networks. The simulation of such
networks can lead to very useful results that
otherwise would have not been possible because
of the complex nature of the network.

Summary
We have seen that the concept of a network and
various techniques of analyzing networks may be
useful in themselves and as the foundation for
project scheduling and control processes. The
shortest route and minimal spanning tree problems
are applicable in many transportation or logistics
situations. PERT/CPM has found widespread
application in more effectively allocating resources
to the various activities of projects with many
activities occurring in parallel and serial order over
time.
□
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